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ABSTRACT
The Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) encodes many decision variables, including
effort and reward. This region contains dense dopamine innervations and communicates
with several brain regions known to participate in motivation. Lesion of the rat ACC and
administration of d-amphetamine (AMPH), which increases extracellular catecholamines,
affect choice behaviours. Here, I first investigated neural encoding in rat ACC in a binary
choice task with varying amounts of effort and reward. Second, I examined the effects of
AMPH on the neural encoding of task-relevant information. In addition to path, effort,
and reward, I found that ACC neurons encode the utility. AMPH appeared to significantly
disturb this information by decreasing reward encoding and utility signaling. Moreover,
low-dose AMPH decreases population state-space volume and variations in neural
trajectories; whereas, higher concentrations increase both. Our results thus demonstrate
that the ACC is involved in processing the value of the ongoing action and AMPH
impairs this function.
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CHAPTER1: General Introduction
The Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) has been implicated in several aspects of

mentation including emotional regulation, memory retrieval, and decision-making
(Euston et al., 2012; Heilbronner & Hayden, 2016). In this thesis, I focus on its role in
making a decision. Early human neuroimaging studies revealed ACC activation when
participants engaged in voluntary actions based on internal states and not external cues.
Hence, these studies suggested that the ACC is responsible for internally generated
actions (Deiber et al., 1991; Frith et al., 1991; Passingham et al., 2010). Parallel to these
studies, another group of researchers found ACC involvement in error processing
(Holroyd & Coles, 2002). However, this function was later challenged by a finding
showing that ACC activity increases in response to the need to change strategy, even
when no error has yet been experienced (Amiez et al., 2005). Subsequent lines of
research have proposed that the ACC signals the occurrence of conflicts in information
processing, or it may signal other areas to increase attention or other processing resources
when a previously successful response strategy is no longer optimal (Botvinick et al.,
2001; Kerns et al., 2004; Durstewitz et al., 2010). The later proposal, in particular,
indicates that ACC activity does not simply reflect conflict, but rather specifies the
appropriate amount of control that should be invested at a specific time and location
(Shenhav et al., 2013). Another line of research has revealed that the ACC plays a key
role in effort-reward based decision-making (From now on, effort refers to any physical
activity, such as barrier climbing or lever pressing, that the subject is required to exert in
order to receive some reward which refers to food). This research follows from the
observation that damage to the ACC in rats induces a significant shift in their choice
preference among options with different utilities (i.e. net value). Intact rats typically
1

prefer to climb a barrier to obtain a larger reward, indicating that it has higher utility to
them, rather than collecting an easier-to-obtain small reward. Rats with ACC lesions
however prefer the easy option (Walton et al., 2002; Walton et al., 2003; Schweimer &
Hauber, 2005).
Despite the wealth of data on ACC function, an overarching theory for its specific
role in choice remains elusive. Nonetheless, one proposed theory posits that its general
function is to serve as a link between events, context, and corresponding adaptive
responses (Euston et al., 2012). Along similar lines, it has also been proposed that the
ACC not only encodes the task state (context), but also guides behaviour (strategy)
(Heilbronner & Hayden, 2016). Several studies have provided supportive evidence to
some aspects of these proposals. For instance, the ACC has been shown to encode the
rats’ progression toward goals (Ma et al., 2014). Our recent findings demonstrated that
spatiotemporal information about the rat’s current state on a well-learned track could be
extracted with high accuracy from ACC spiking activity (Mashhoori et al., 2018). Also,
ACC neurons exhibit context-dependent information such as sensory cues in the
environment, time, and movement patterns (Hyman et al., 2012). All of these findings
suggest that the ACC encodes a map of task contextual space (Lapish et al., 2008;
Mashhoori et al., 2018). However, more research is required to elucidate whether the
ACC is both necessary and sufficient for the proposed roles.
The foundation of many of these theories is the flexibility of PFC neurons
responding to a broad range of task-relevant features (Duncan, 2001). In decision-making
tasks, ACC neurons of both primates and rodents exhibit selective activity to the
manipulation of costs and benefits of a choice. Electrophysiological studies revealed that
a considerable fraction of ACC neurons encode reward (Kennerley & Wallis, 2009b;
2

Amemori & Graybiel, 2012; Cowen et al., 2012; Blanchard et al., 2015) and the cost of
receiving reward in terms of aversive stimuli (Amemori & Graybiel, 2012), physical
effort (Kennerley & Wallis, 2009b; Cowen et al., 2012; Hosokawa et al., 2013), or
competitive effort (Hillman & Bilkey, 2012). Moreover, the expected utility (Hillman &
Bilkey, 2010; Amemori & Graybiel, 2012), and some other related variables such as
fictive reward, chosen path, and movement direction (Hayden et al., 2009; Kennerley &
Wallis, 2009b; Cai & Padoa-Schioppa, 2012; Cowen et al., 2012; Blanchard et al., 2015)
were shown to be encoded by the ACC. However, there is an ongoing question as to
whether this information is directly used in making a choice. Indeed, most evidence
implies that ACC activation occurs primarily after the decision, rather than before. For
instance, its response to the chosen reward probability, the amount of reward, and its
associated cost has been reported either after the behavioural indications of the decision
become evident (Cowen et al., 2012; Blanchard & Hayden, 2014) or before that, but it is
still argued to be post-decisional (Kennerley et al., 2009, Cai and Paoda 2012). Some
studies have reported pre-decisional choice-related signals in nearby regions, such as
supplementary motor areas, while medial prefrontal activity was observed later in
decision process (Wunderlich et al., 2009; Sul et al., 2010; Sul et al., 2011).
One computation emerging prior to outcomes involves utility. The term utility is
used in economics and game theory as a measure of pleasure or satisfaction. Also, in a
decision-making problem, a rational subject prefers the option with greater utility value
among all provided alternatives (Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947; Fishburn, 1970;
Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Utility functions are thus used to model the decision-maker
preference in a formal mathematical sense. These functions represent a positive
relationship with provided reward and negative relationship with response cost; they thus
3

assign higher utility values to the options that provide more reward but require less
amount of work or risk (Phillips et al., 2007). Utility-related signals have been observed
in the ACC of humans (Apps & Ramnani, 2014; Klein-Flugge et al., 2016), non-human
primates (Kennerley et al., 2009; Kennerley & Wallis, 2009b), and rodents (Hillman &
Bilkey, 2010; 2012). Such a role requires the region to assess several parameters involved
in the decision, and combine them into an integrative format (Kennerley et al., 2011).
However, some studies failed to find strong evidence of multiplexing signals related to
task variables in this structure (Kennerley & Wallis, 2009a; Skvortsova et al., 2014).
Furthermore, if the ACC contains utility information, its activity should correlate with
benefit (reward), but should be anticorrelated with cost (effort). However, there are some
uncertainties about these signals. Some studies have reported positive correlations
between ACC activity and effort (Prevost et al., 2010; Kurniawan et al., 2013) or reward
(Croxson et al., 2009; Klein-Flugge et al., 2016), while others have observed the inverse higher activity for smaller amounts of effort (Croxson et al., 2009; Klein-Flugge et al.,
2016) or reward (Hayden et al., 2011b; Chong et al., 2017). Still some other studies have
even observed a mixture of relationships (Kennerley et al., 2011). These data beg several
key questions: Does the ACC encode characteristics of upcoming choices and associated
outcomes, and if yes, how? Does the ACC encode task variables separately (i.e., among
separate sub-populations of cells) and send them downstream for a comparison, or does it
integrate all required information to compute the utility of each option itself? If the ACC
is involved in the assessment of the choice utility, does it occur prior to a decision? The
answer to these and other similar questions can provide a better understanding of how the
ACC contributes to information processing in a larger network of interconnected brain
structures. Thus, in this thesis study I aim to discuss them.
4

The ACC and other nearby regions in the medial PFC have extensive connections
with other cortical and subcortical regions. These include primary motor cortex (Strick et
al., 1998), amygdala (Van Hoesen et al., 1993), striatum (Haber et al., 2006), and
brainstem dopaminergic nuclei (Porrino & Goldman‐Rakic, 1982). These structures are
well-known for their contributions to motor output, decision-making, motivation, and
some other reward-based cognitive behaviours (Salamone, 1994; Floresco & GhodsSharifi, 2007; Kim et al., 2009; Sul et al., 2011). Hence, their connections with the ACC
are consistent with many of the roles proposed for this region (Paus, 2001; Jones et al.,
2005; Rushworth et al., 2011; Kolling et al., 2016). For example, recent rat studies have
indicated reciprocal communication between ACC and Ventral Tegmental Areal (VTA)
in goal-oriented behaviours (Elston & Bilkey, 2017; Elston et al., 2018; Elston et al.,
2019). Specifically, an increase in the ACC signaling to VTA has been observed during
low-effort trials in an effort-reward task, which can be interpreted as an elevation in rat
motivation (Elston & Bilkey, 2017). In the opposite direction, the VTA-to-ACC signaling
observed in a cost-benefit decision-making task has been interpreted to be related to
error-feedback and behavioural adaptation (Elston et al., 2018).
Many of the computations ascribed to the above-mentioned structures are thought
to involve catecholamines, particularly dopamine (DA). Psychostimulant drugs affecting
these neuromodulators may therefore alter functions of these structures. For example, Damphetamine (AMPH) has been shown to strongly affect the catecholamine system and
behaviour (Seiden et al., 1993; Leyton et al., 2002; Ren et al., 2009). Acute AMPH
increases the extracellular concentration of DA and other monoamines (Pontieri et al.,
1995), and its administration prior to tasks has been shown to change effort-reward based
decisions in rats (Floresco et al., 2008a; Floresco et al., 2008b; Bardgett et al., 2009) and
5

to modulate task-related ACC neural activity (Lapish et al., 2015). However, how this
drug affects the neural activity underlying cognitive processes, particularly decisionmaking, is not well understood.
In this thesis, I aim to investigate rat ACC spiking activity in an effort-reward
decision-making task to address two main questions: first, how does the rat ACC encode
cost, benefit, and utility of an effort-reward choice? And second, how does systemic
AMPH treatment affect the encoding of these parameters in the ACC? For the first
question, I expect the rat ACC to dynamically encode the level of effort, reward, and
utility of the upcoming choice. As discussed above, there are disparate findings about
how ACC activity correlates with effort and reward and if they signal utility. Most of the
previous reports are from human neuroimaging studies. Hence, our single cell data may
shed light on the human literature. Moreover, as discussed above, there is no consensus
on the integration of effort-reward information as a form of utility in the ACC. Thus, I
will investigate neural responses not only to single parameters, but also the response to
multiple variables in combination.
In addition to expected utility, there are several other parameters which might be
encoded in the ACC. One is the path taken by the animal. I hypothesize that ACC neurons
will differentiate between left and right paths, regardless of the choice conditions, because
of previous data indicating that the ACC encodes location and other task-related states
that the animal is currently experiencing (Lindsay et al., 2018; Mashhoori et al., 2018).
Studying the timing of variable encoding can also provide important insights into
the function of the ACC region. For example if the ACC is not involved in making a
decision, but instead is a critical component in keeping the animal motivated to pursue the
goal, I would expect the ACC activity to be greatest after selecting a path and not before.
6

Another variable which might be encoded is freedom-of-choice. I would also expect no
significant difference between ACC activity in the trials where the rat is forced into one
of the two options and the ones where he is free to choose. However, observing the
converse would support the proposed role of the ACC in volitional behaviours.
For the second question of this study, I expect that AMPH would significantly
affect both effort- and reward-related behaviours as well as their corresponding ACC
activity. Early studies have shown that AMPH induces motoric hyperactivity as well as
stereotyped behaviours, defined as repetitive, purposeless movements (Randrup &
Munkvad, 1967; Groves & Rebec, 1976; Sams-Dodd, 1998). Also, AMPH-treated
animals have shown increased food seeking (Foltin, 2001), but less interest in consuming
food (Foltin, 2001; Cannon et al., 2004; Wellman et al., 2009). Although these
observations suggest an alteration of effort and reward information in the brain, how the
encoding of these parameters in the ACC is affected by AMPH is not well studied. On the
other hand, this stimulant has been shown to induce dose-dependent changes in rats’
choice preference (Floresco et al., 2008b). Specifically, low AMPH concentration
increases rats’ willingness to exert more effort for more reward (Floresco et al., 2008b),
while its high-dose decreases such willingness. Amphetamine also influences ACC neural
dynamics in decision-making tasks (Lapish et al., 2015). Low-dose AMPH facilitates
separation between the neural states of different phases of a task, but the opposite effect is
observed under high doses. Therefore, I will investigate the modulation of both behaviour
and ACC ensemble activity by different doses of AMPH when rats face decisions about
different combinations of effort and reward. Both effort and reward are constituent
elements of utility, and thus I expect AMPH to alter the encoding of utility.

7

To achieve these objectives, I implanted rats’ brains with arrays of fine-wire
electrodes, called tetrodes, and recorded the spiking activity from the ACC while animals
performed a decision-making task. The task is an automated figure-8 maze with two
available effort-reward options, each of which requires the animal to exert a specific
amount of effort in order to receive a specific amount of reward. In each experimental
trial, the rat is either forced to select one option, or is allowed to freely choose among the
two options. The rat then has to climb a barrier (the height of which determines the level
of effort) to reach some food (the amount of which represent the level of reward). Further
details of the maze and experimental design are provided in the method sections of the
following chapters.
I manipulated the levels of effort and reward to investigate neural signaling in the
rat ACC in response to these variables at each time and location of the task. The analysis
and the results of this experiment are provided in the second chapter. Following that, I
modified the experimental design on the same figure-8 maze in order to address the
second question (the effect of AMPH on encoding in ACC). In this design, the rat
performs a certain number of trials before and after injecting AMPH (i.p.) of a particular
dose during each session. Then, I compared the animal’s pre- and post-injection
behaviour and ACC neural activity. The results were also compared with other sessions
with different AMPH doses, as well as control sessions in which saline was injected
instead of AMPH. The analysis and the results of this experiment are provided in the third
chapter. Lastly, I present a general discussion in the fourth chapter.
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2

CHAPTER2: Multiplexing of Effort and Reward Coding in Rat Anterior
Cingulate

Abstract
Estimating costs and benefits of a given action is critical in coordinating goal-directed
behaviours. The Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) appears to be involved in this process;
however, the underlying neural mechanisms are not well understood. Here we examined
rats’ ACC neuronal activity in response to varying amounts of effort and reward in a
binary choice task. Single neurons in the ACC conveyed signals for effort, reward, and
path, among which path appeared to be the strongest modulator of ACC neurons in most
spatial locations, consistent with previous evidence that the ACC encodes the animal’s
location and features of the task. We also found that the activity of a sizeable subpopulation of neurons correlates positively with reward and negatively with effort. In
other words, they encoded the net utility of an option. The second most frequently
observed signaling type had the opposite relationship with these two parameters, negative
correlation with reward and positive correlation with effort, suggesting negative utility.
The signaling balance of these two groups of neurons dynamically changed according to
the value of the provided effort and reward as well as the phase of the task (e.g. the
positive utility signal outweighs the negative utility signal for more valuable options,
especially on approach to reward zones). The intermixing of positive and negative utility
encoding neurons may hence explain the disparate findings observed in effort-reward
studies using functional magnetic resonance imaging in humans. We also observed some
prospective activity related to the remotely located reward amount when the animal was
receiving reinforcement at the central feeder, long before the rat had made a choice. This
finding is consistent with our previous report that the location represented by ACC
9

ensemble briefly deviates from encoding the present location to encode an alternative
reward location during the pause after reward and suggests that, as rats experience one
reward, their brains process information about upcoming or previous rewards.
2.1

Introduction
Numerous studies in rats suggest a key role for the anterior cingulate cortex

(ACC) in effort-reward decision making. Given a choice between a high-reward
attainable by climbing a barrier and a low-reward attainable without effort, rats with ACC
lesions are biased towards the easier/lower reward (Walton et al., 2002; Walton et al.,
2003). Lesioned rats are still capable of discriminating among reward amounts,
suggesting a specific role for ACC in weighing effort against reward. This basic finding
has been replicated many times with effort consisting of ramp climbing, attention to brief
visual cues, or multiple lever presses (Schweimer & Hauber, 2005; Rudebeck et al., 2006;
Walton et al., 2009; Holec et al., 2014; Hosking et al., 2014). Rats with a disconnection
of ACC from either basal lateral amygdala or nucleus accumbens (NAc) show similar
impairments (Floresco & Ghods-Sharifi, 2007; Hauber & Sommer, 2009). One caveat is
that the impairment is apparently task specific. ACC lesions do not affect the breakpoint
when lever press requirements are gradually increased (progressive ratio schedule), nor
preference for a high-force/high-reward lever (Schweimer & Hauber, 2005; Holec et al.,
2014).
Human imaging studies also implicate parts of the medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC) in effort-reward decision making, most notably the mid-cingulate cortex (MCC)
and adjacent supplementary and pre-supplementary motor areas (SMA and preSMA). During decisions to exert either cognitive or physical effort, activation is seen in
MCC which codes for the degree of anticipated effort (Croxson et al., 2009; Prevost et
10

al., 2010; Kurniawan et al., 2013; Apps & Ramnani, 2014; Skvortsova et al., 2014;
Scholl et al., 2015; Klein-Flugge et al., 2016; Chong et al., 2017). In cases where reward
is varied, the MCC response is usually also sensitive to reward amount (Croxson et al.,
2009; Prevost et al., 2010; Kurniawan et al., 2013; Skvortsova et al., 2014; Klein-Flugge
et al., 2016; Chong et al., 2017). Most commonly, MCC activity is positively correlated
with effort and negatively correlated with reward, suggesting a negative correlation with
effort-discounted net reward (Prevost et al., 2010; Skvortsova et al., 2014; Chong et al.,
2017); however, the opposite pattern is reported in some studies (Croxson et al., 2009;
Apps & Ramnani, 2014; Klein-Flugge et al., 2016). The difference might be attributable
to regional variation. For example, one study reported a negative correlation with effortdiscounted value in anterior MCC (and SMA) and a positive correlation in posterior MCC
(Scholl et al., 2015). Interestingly, the MCC is not typically activated during force
exertion, per se. Instead, exertion force appears to activate SMA and sensory-motor
cortex (Pessiglione et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2012). Activity in ACC related to both
effort and reward shows up when subjects are given a choice about effort-reward payoffs
as well as during outcome evaluation (Scholl et al., 2015).
Consistent with rodent and human studies, ACC in non-human primates has been
shown to be involved in making a decision. Lesion findings in monkeys suggest that ACC
is required for sustaining effective choice behaviour (Rushworth et al., 2003; Kennerley
et al., 2006; Chudasama et al., 2013). Electrophysiological studies reveal that neurons
encoding decision parameters are more prevalent in the ACC (Kennerley et al., 2009;
Kennerley & Wallis, 2009b) and signal more robustly than some other fronto-cortical
regions in decision-making paradigms (Hosokawa et al., 2013). In particular, this region
exhibits discriminative firing patterns for the amount of reward, reward contingency, and
11

cost of receiving reward in terms of physical effort, aversive stimulus or delay (Seo &
Lee, 2007; Hayden et al., 2009; Kennerley & Wallis, 2009b; Hayden et al., 2011a;
Amemori & Graybiel, 2012; Hosokawa et al., 2013). Several studies have emphasized
that ACC neurons are integrative, encoding the net value or jointly encoding multiple
parameters required for decision making (Kennerley et al., 2009; Luk & Wallis, 2009;
Hayden et al., 2011b; Kennerley et al., 2011; Hosokawa et al., 2013). However, there is a
debate about the stage of decision-making at which the ACC exhibits the greatest
discriminative activity. Some studies have shown ACC activation before motor execution
(Matsumoto et al., 2003), but after the choice is selected (Cai & Padoa-Schioppa, 2012;
Blanchard & Hayden, 2014); thus, suggested a post-decisional regulatory role for ACC.
Whereas others have demonstrated the involvement of ACC in the evaluation of choice
outcomes based on the animal’s choice history (Seo & Lee, 2007). These results have led
to the proposal that the role of ACC is to link actions to their outcomes in light of the past
history of reward and punishment (Rushworth et al., 2004).
Taken together, the evidence suggests that the ACC is a critical region in the
decision-making process (Rushworth et al., 2004; Seamans et al., 2008; Euston et al.,
2012). However, the neural activity underlying the encoding of decision parameters is
still not clear. There are a limited number of rodent studies investigated ACC ensemble
activity relevant to reward and physical effort. Hillman and Bilkey (2010) provided
animals with two options varying in ramp height and reward (Hillman & Bilkey, 2010).
The majority of neurons showed higher firing for the effort/reward combination preferred
by the rat, but only when a ramp was present on at least one of the arms. A follow-up
study replaced ramp climbing effort with a competition with another rat for food pellets
(Hillman & Bilkey, 2012). The results were largely the same, with firing rates bias
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towards rats preferred choices over a range of effort/reward combinations. Again, the vast
majority of cells failed to show reward selectivity when no effort was required on either
arm. Taken together, these results suggest that ACC firing is biased towards the
economically more advantageous arm, but only when the decision involves both effort
and reward. Cowen et al (2012) also examined the effects of effort and reward on ACC
activity (Cowen et al., 2012). Rats made a choice between two alleys which then resulted
in the presence/absence of a barrier followed, at a distance, by a low- or high-reward.
They found that ACC neurons anticipated the forthcoming amount of effort and reward,
however, this activity occurred largely after action selection, proximal to the barrier and
reward location, respectively. Subpopulations of neurons encoded both effort and, to a
lesser extent, reward amount, but many of the cells were modulated by the specific path
the animal took. There was little interaction between effort and reward coding, with only
3% of cells sensitive to both variables and, contrary to Hillman and Bilkey (Hillman &
Bilkey, 2010; 2012), the population did not respond selectively to the preferred choice.
While these studies provide important insights into ACC function, they leave several
questions unanswered. Hillman and Bilkey (2010) contrasted primarily low-effort/lowreward against high-effort/high-reward conditions, and offer only limited data on the
separate effects of effort and reward (Hillman & Bilkey, 2010). Cowen et al. (2012) , on
the other hand, provided an in-depth analysis, but the task structure was sufficiently
different than the T-maze used in the original Walton studies (Walton et al., 2002; Walton
et al., 2003; Cowen et al., 2012), such that inferences about computational processes
underlying the lesion effects remain open to question.
To fill this gap, we aimed to investigate the rat ACC spiking activity in response
to changes in the physical effort, reward and path using a decision task closely modeled
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after the original Walton effort/reward T-maze task (Walton et al., 2002; Walton et al.,
2003). Using automated, dynamically variable ramps, we were able to examine the
interaction of effort, reward, and path on ACC activity using a crossed design. We also
included both forced and free trials, as numerous studies have suggested a role for the
ACC in volitional behaviours (Shima et al., 1991; Jueptner et al., 1997; Passingham &
Lau, 2006; Mueller et al., 2007; Passingham et al., 2010). Of particular interest was the
activity on the central arm leading up to the choice. Do cells primarily encode effort,
reward, or an interaction of the two?
2.2

Material and Methods

2.2.1

Animals
Four mature male rats in the age range of 4 to 10 months were used in this study,

three of them Fischer Brown Norway (FBN) hybrid and one Long-Evans (LE). LE rats
were prone to jumping off the sleeping platform and did not hold still for turning of
electrodes, so we switched after the first animal. Since our analysis revealed very similar
proportion of responsive neurons to task parameters for both species, we pooled their data
together. After the surgery, rats were housed individually in a 12h-12h reverse light cycle.
Experiments were performed in dim light during the animal’s waking phase. After
recovering from surgery, rats were food restricted and were monitored to keep their
weight near 85% of their free-feeding weight for the duration of the experiment. All
procedures were performed in accordance with the Canadian Council of Animal Care and
the Animal Welfare Committee at the University of Lethbridge.
2.2.2

Surgery and electrode placement
A “hyperdrive” was used to record action-potentials from groups of 20-100

neurons simultaneously. The hyperdrive has 12 independently moveable 4-channel
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electrodes (“tetrodes”). Each tetrode was constructed of four polyimide-coated, nichrome
wires (14 μm diameter; Kanthal Palm Coast, Palm Coast, FL) twisted together
(McNaughton et al., 1983; Wilson & McNaughton, 1993). Drive construction has been
described in detail by Gothard et al. (1996), except that our drive used sleeves of silica
tubing around each tetrode to improve rigidity (Gothard et al., 1996). Tetrodes were
inserted into silica tubing (65 μm inner diameter, 125 μm outer diameter; part number
TSP 065125; Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ). Cyanoacrylate glue was used to
secure the electrodes in the silica tube. Tetrodes and two reference electrodes were
inserted into a bundle of 14 tightly-packed 30 gauge stainless steel cannula (Microgroup,
Inc., Medway, MA) which guided their entry into the brain.
Each rat was anesthetized with isoflurane (1-1.5 % by volume in oxygen at a flow
rate of 1.5 L/min) and placed in a stereotaxic holder. The skull was cleared of skin and
fascia and craniotomies were opened for the hyperdrive. The hyperdrive was centered
over the left mPFC at 3.0 mm Antero-Posterior (AP), 1.3 mm Medio-Lateral (ML), and
angled at 9.5 degrees toward the midline. It should be noted that the bundle of cannulae
holding the electrodes as they entered the brain, and therefore the electrodes themselves,
had a diameter of 1.4 mm so that cells were sampled from a relatively wide region of the
medial frontal cortex. Rats were returned to ad libitum feeding and allowed to recover for
3-4 days after surgery. Metacam (1 mg/kg s. c. for 3 days) and Baytril (10 mg/kg s. c. for
5 days) were administrated every 24 hours starting pre-surgery. If pain was evidence after
surgery, Buprenorphine (0.03 mg/kg s. c.) was administrated.
2.2.3

Electrode Positions
Tetrodes were lowered 950 μm from skull surface right after the surgery and

gradually lowered over the next 3-4 weeks to a depth between 1200 μm and 2600 μm,
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corresponding to the ACC, area A32D in the Paxinos and Watson MRI atlas (Paxinos et
al., 2015). Once in the target region, electrodes were not moved except when cells were
lost and it was necessary to acquire new ones. If electrodes were moved, it was done the
day before the experiment and electrodes remained untouched overnight. When
repositioning tetrodes which had not been moved for an extended period, the electrode
was first raised by 40-320 μm before lowering. This procedure, which we arrived at via
trial and error, presumably loosens the tetrode if it is stuck in the guide cannula or has
adhered to brain tissue.

Figure 2.1. Electrode marks and estimation of electrode locations in the brain. A,
Recording locations from all electrodes, as inferred based on stereotaxic coordinates.
Each colored dot shows the location of one tetrode on one recording session, color coded
by rat. As electrodes were moved infrequently, most dots represent 4 recording sessions.
A magnified view of the area is provided in the inset. Figure altered from (Paxinos &
Watson, 2014) FR2: frontal area 2; ACd: dorsal anterior cingulate; PL: prelimbic cortex.
B, Electrode tracks are visible in a coronal brain slice from one of our experimental rats.
The slice has been stained with cresyl violet. The arrows mark the locations of the three
electrode tips, visible due to the necrosis in their vicinity.
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Electrode positions were inferred for all rats using stereotaxic implant coordinates
for medial-lateral and anterior-posterior position and the number of turns of the electrode
positioning screw for depth (317 μm/full turn). Final electrode position was histologically
verified in 2 of our 4 rats and found to lie in the ACC as expected from our electrode
positioning logs (see Figure 2.1B). The other two brains were accidentally destroyed
during histology; the estimated locations of the electrodes were determined by the daily
logs of electrode depth, and are indicated in the Figure 2.1A. For histological verification,
the location of electrodes was marked by passing 5 μA direct current for 10 sec through
each electrode in each tetrode, positive to the electrode. After a week the rats were
transcardially perfused with Phosphate-Buffered Saline (PBS) followed by 4%
Paraformaldehyde (PFA) while they were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane. Coronal
sections of paraformaldehyde-fixed brains were sliced at 40 microns and Nissl stained
using cresyl violet and scanned with a whole-slide microscope (NanoZoomer,
Hamamatsu Corporation, Bridgewater NJ).
2.2.4

Experimental Design

2.2.4.1 Apparatus
The effort-reward maze is the same as has been previously used in our lab (Holec
et al., 2014). As show in Figure 2.2A, the maze is similar to the T-maze used in previous
effort-reward studies in rats (Salamone et al., 1994a; Walton et al., 2002) but adds a
return path to each arm, forming a “figure-8”. Rats receive food reward from a “central
feeder” on the T-stem and then, at the T intersection, turn either left or right to reach a
feeder at the end of each arm. These two “side feeders” were located on moveable
platforms (15 by 25 cm) which could be elevated up to 51 cm above the maze surface,
providing a vertical wire mesh climbing surface (“barrier”) on the approach side and a
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gradual down “ramp” on the return side. The wire-mesh was made of 1.6 mm thick
galvanized steel wire with a 1.25 cm square spacing. Two drawbridge-style “gates” were
located on both the approach and departure points from the central arm and were used to
enforce forced choices on some trials as well as to ensure that rats did not run backwards.
The maze itself was 102 cm long by 114 cm wide and 60 cm height from the floor. The
animal could freely run on a 15 cm-wide wooden surface painted in light gray with 36
cm-high black plastic walls on both sides. To make the maze totally automated, each
reward platform, fashioned from aluminum, was attached to a carriage which slid on a
guiderail, allowing height adjustment using a rack and pinion gear system driven by a

Figure 2.2. Design of the experiment and analysis. A, top view of the figure-8 maze. B,
Task schematic showing task parameters for each set of trials, in the order they were
presented. Height of triangles shows ramp height while number of black circles shows
relative reward amount. C, The subset of trials used for effort, path, and reward encoding
tests. The highlighted groups of trials were chosen so that only the parameter of interest
changes and the other two remain constant. For example, only the barrier height changes
in the effort group, while the amount of reward is the same and all of those trials occur on
the same side. For reward and path, two groups of trials were used (blue and pink), such
that each of the two groups was analyzed separately and then their results were combined.
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stepper motor (Model 23Y9, Anaheim Automation, Anaheim, CA) and powered by a
stepper motor controller (Model G251X, Gecko drive, Tustin, CA). The stepper motors,
gates, and feeders were all controlled via a digital interface board (described below).
For reward, a high-calorie, chocolate-flavored liquid (Ensure® , Abbott
laboratories, Brockville, ON) was delivered through a silicone tube (inner
diameter:1.98mm; outer diameter: 3.18mm, wall thickness: 0.61mm, VWR international,
Mississauga, ON), one end of which was attached to a 50 ml syringe hung at the feeder
location but behind the maze wall and 51 cm above the maze surface. The other end was
attached to a port at the bottom of a conical well through a hole on the track. The conical
well, which played the role of a feeder, was 24 mm in diameter and was glued to a washer
which was magnetically attached to the track floorboard. The silicone tube was not
accessible by the rat, preventing the rat from biting it. Reward flow was controlled via a
solenoid pinch valve (Asco Scientific, model SCH284B004, Florham Park, NJ). The flow
rate when the valve was open was approximately 0.0126 ml of liquid per 100 ms.
2.2.4.2 Behavioural Procedures
Each trial was initiated by the rat reaching the feeder on the stem of the T, referred
to as the central feeder, at which point reward was delivered and two automated gates,
located at the entry of T stem, were raised to prevent the rat from going in a backwards
direction. The central feeder delivered 0.03 ml (200 ms of valve open time) of Ensure on
every visit. At the T intersection, rats turned left or right, choosing between arms that
varied in the barrier height (our proxy for effort) and reward amount. Low-reward was
0.03 ml of Ensure (200 ms of valve open time) and high-reward was 0.12 ml (600ms of
valve open time). Gates located just after the T intersection (“choice gates”) were used for
forced choices and were also raised if the rat tried to return to the central feeder by
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backtracking once they had obtained a reward at one of the side feeders. Once the rat had
obtained reward, he returned by descending a ramp and returning to the feeder on the Tstem segment of the maze. The gates at the T-stem entrance were raised so as to guide the
rat into the T-stem and prevent him from going backwards into the other half of the maze.
All animals were both trained and tested while they were implanted and foodrestricted. Testing occurred daily for up to 60 minutes per session over the course of 8 to
12 weeks. We started with a barrier height of zero and both choice gates down, allowing
free choice on every trial. Rats were manually guided, as needed, during the first 5 to 10
training sessions until they could successfully complete 192 trials without external aid.
Next, rats were trained using forced alternation and a 7.6 cm barrier at the high-reward
and no barrier at the low-reward feeder location. Once the rat was able to complete 192
trails per session they were next tested on the full experimental protocol in which both
barrier height and reward amount were varied dynamically according to a partial factorial
design with three levels of effort and two levels of reward on both left and right arms of
the maze as shown in Figure 2.2B. Each block of 96 trials consisted of six different effortreward conditions. Within a condition, the first 10 trials were forced (choice gate blocked
one arm alternatively) and the next 6 were free. Once the block was completed, the block
of trials was repeated in the same order until the total elapsed time of 60 minutes had
been reached or 256 trials. The medium barrier height was initially set to 7.6 cm with
high-effort set to 15 cm until rats could successfully complete 192 trials per session (2
full blocks of trials). Barrier heights were gradually raised to 10 cm medium/20 cm high,
12.7 cm medium/25.4 cm high, and ultimately, 15 cm medium/30 cm high, using
successful completion of 192 trials/session as a success criterion. In two of the sessions
reported here for one rat, barrier heights were 23 cm medium and 46 cm for high.
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The partial factorial design meant that one side had more high-reward trials than
the other on any given session. To reduce the likelihood that rats would develop a side
bias, the trial order was reversed every other session (i.e., the right arm started as highreward/high-effort one day, then left arm started as high-reward/high-effort the second
and so on).
2.2.4.3 Data Acquisition and Experiment Control
The experiment was performed in a dimly lit room and was recorded by a standard
video camera mounted to the ceiling directly above the maze. Neural spiking activity was
recorded by a 48-channel unity-gain headstage, HS-54 (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT ), and
transferred to the Cheetah neurophysiology data acquisition system via two multi-wire
tether cables (TETH-HS-27-3M, Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT) and a 128 channel
commutator (PSR-36-4, Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT). All signals were amplified, digitized
and bandpass filtered between 600 and 6000 Hz via a Digital Lynx system (Neuralynx,
Bozeman, MT). A counter-weight was used to reduce the weight of the headstage and
tethers, allowing the rats to climb. The counterweight was attached to the tether just
above the headstage using fishing line running through a plastic pulley attached to the
bottom of the commutator. Red and green LEDs installed on the headstage marked the
front and back of the rat’s head, respectively, and were used by the Cheetah software to
track the animal’s position on-line. The tracker used circular zones centered on each of
the feeders as well as one on the far corner of the return path to coordinate maze events
with the rats position. For example, entering the tracking zone around the central feeder
triggered food delivery and the raising of the gates at the entrance to the T stem which
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prevented the rat from going backwards. If the trial was a forced trial, the appropriate
gate on the exit of the T stem was also raised to direct the rat to the opposite arm.
Two standard computers running Microsoft Windows 7 were used: one to control
the maze, using a National Instruments PCIe-7841R programmable digital input/output
board and custom software written in Microsoft Visual Basic and Labview (National
Instruments, Toronto, ON), and the second one to run the Cheetah (Neuralynx, Bozeman,
MT) data acquisition software. Synchronizing the two system’s clocks was done by
connecting Cheetah acquisition clock output to a digital input on the PCIe-7841R board.
Experimental events such as the times of gate openings/closings, times of feeder
onsets/offsets, and trial numbers were automatically logged on the experiment control
computer, along with the Cheetah clock input. Spiking activity, local field potentials
signals (not reported here), and video files were collected via the data acquisition system.
The PCIe-7841R board was also programmed to send a digital pulse to the Digital Lynx
system every time a feeder opened. These feeder events were then used to synchronize
the timestamps of neural and behavioural events.
2.2.4.4 Spike Sorting
Recorded spike events were sorted off-line automatically (KlustaKwik, author: K.
D. Harris, Rutgers-Newark) and then manually refined using a second specialized
software package MClust (MClust; David Redish, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis)
with the purpose of isolating individual cells based on the clustering of similar spike
waveforms. In both steps, the properties of action potential waveforms such as peak
amplitude, waveform energy and match to canonical waveforms on different channels of
each tetrode were utilized for clustering (McNaughton et al., 1983; Wilson and
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McNaughton, 1994). The output of this procedure is a train of spike times for each
putative neuron.
Neurons were also manually classified into pyramidal and interneurons using halfamplitude duration and trough-to-peak duration, following the method of Bartho et al.
(Bartho et al., 2004), as shown in Figure 2.3. Each of the four average waveforms from a
tetrode was classified separately and the cell classified as pyramidal or interneuron based
on majority rule with ties being classified as pyramidal. Given the low number of
interneurons within each session (typically less than 8 units), the analysis was restricted
only to putative pyramidal neurons.

Figure 2.3. Separation of pyramidal cells from interneurons. Shown are data from one
sample recording session. Each dot represents the waveform from one cell (after spike
sorting) on one channel. Because cells were recorded using tetrodes, each cell is therefore
represented by 4 dots. Two clusters are apparent and the line used to separate them is
shown. Cells were classified by a weighted sum of the category membership of each of its
individual waveforms, with those directly in the middle assumed as pyramidal neurons.
Sample waveforms from each of the clusters is shown in inset at upper left.
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2.2.4.5 Video Tracking
Each recorded video frame was also preprocessed to extract the rat’s position on
the maze. A threshold was used to extract the position of all pixels corresponding to the
headstage tracking LEDs. We then took the center of mass of these, corresponding
roughly to the center of the rats head, as the rat’s position.
2.2.5

Analysis

2.2.5.1 Behavioural Analysis
Four different sessions from each of four animals were selected for analysis.
These sessions were selected to be at least two weeks into training and include both leftand right-biased configurations (i.e., more high-reward on left or right trials) for each
animal. All trials in which the rat paused for more than 1 minute were manually removed
from consideration, which amounted to no more than 15 trials in any analyzed session.
For behavioural analysis, repeated measures ANOVAs and pair-wise t-tests were used to
compare the percentage of high-reward choice (Fig. 2.4) in eight pairs of effort
conditions: (LL,LM), (LL,HL), (LL,LH), (LL,HH), (LL,LL(R)), (LM,LH), (LH,HH), and
(LH,HL), where L, M, and H indicate low-, medium-, and high-effort, respectively; (R)
following similar conditions indicates the reversed high-reward feeder location. Data
were considered significant for p value less than Bonferroni corrected alpha value (0.05/8
= 0.00625).
2.2.5.2 Mapping 2D position on the maze to linear axis
We divided the maze into 36 spatial bins starting at the central feeder and looping
around one half of the maze (i.e., the bin containing the central feeder was bin 1 and the
bin just before arrival at the central feeder was 36). The stem of the T and the parallel
returning paths were binned linearly, but to capture figure-8 curve on choice and
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returning arms, we binned the turns using radial spokes. The bin numbers in the right loop
of the maze were the mirror image of the bin numbers in the left loop. In this way,
continuous trajectories on the maze were divided into 36 segments, which were then
analyzed independently.
2.2.5.3 Calculating event-related neural activity
To explore how neural firing rates related to task events, we looked at spikerasters and peri-event time histograms with a bin size of 100 msec. Spikes from each trial
were time-warped so that the following events aligned: arrival at the central feeder,
departure from the central feeder, onset of climbing, and arrival at the side feeder. As
shown in the inset of Figure 2.5, the behavioural epochs defined by these events were
color coded: 1) consuming reward at base feeder (blue), 2) leaving from base feeder to
climbing (pink), 3) climbing zone (green), and 4) receiving side feeder (peach). The time
of arrival and departure from the central feeder was determined by velocity. The rat’s
velocity was calculated by measuring the distance the animal had covered from one video
frame to the next (i.e., every 33.6 msec). On each trial, reward arrival time was
determined to occur when the rat’s velocity dropped below 25 pixels/second (~ 4 cm/sec).
Similarly, reward departure was the time at which velocity exceeded 25 pixels/second.
The barrier was located in the center of the 12th spatial bin (Fig. 2.6A-inset), so entry into
this bin was used as the start of the climb epoch. The end of the climb epoch and start of
the side feeder reward consumption was judged to occur when the rat’s velocity dropped
below 50 pixels/second (~8 cm/sec) while on the 14th or 15th bin. This side feeder reward
consumption ended when the rat’s velocity again exceeded the threshold or left the 15 th
bin. For time warping, we used averaged duration of the four epochs (central reward, 1.86
sec; climb approach, 2.51 sec; climb, 0.84 sec; and side reward, 5.07 sec) as a reference
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and linearly expanded or contracted the spikes so that each epoch lasted the same time as
the corresponding reference epoch. Although warping time obscures some trial-by-trial
variability, it provides a clearer picture of how an individual cell’s activity relates to each
behavioural event.
2.2.5.4 Categorizing task selective neurons in each spatial bin
Note that the time the rat stays in each bin is different. For instance, rats spent
much longer in the bins around the feeder because it took them time to eat. This creates a
confound when comparing discriminability of task parameters such as effort and reward
across bins, because bins with higher occupancy have a higher signal-to-noise ratio. To
ensure that spike rates in each bin were calculated over an equivalent time period, we
limited our estimate of spike rate in each bin to a 0.3 second window centered on the time
at which the rat was in the center of each bin (determined by averaging the entry and exit
times). The 0.3 second window was used because it is close to the median time spent in
each bin. Note that, using this method, the spike rates in bins where the rat was moving
rapidly may actually include spikes from the adjacent bins.
The major objective of this study was to show how ACC neurons integrate the
information about costs and benefits needed to make a decision. Hence, the first step was
to investigate if the ACC neurons were selectively responding to task features such as
effort, reward, and path (i.e., the trajectory, left or right, that the animal took). To address
this question, neural spike rates were evaluated on a subgroup of trials on which only the
feature under investigation was changing and the other features were constant (Fig. 2.1C).
For instance, to study effort, we compared trials (highlighted in blue in the left table of
Fig. 2.1C) in which the path and reward were constant and only the barrier height
changed. An ANOVA was then used to assess whether spike rate varied significantly with
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the barrier height. As the criteria for statistical significance, p < 0.05 is used but only
those significant results with a large effect size (> 0.1379) were considered. The effect
size was computed by the partial eta-square formula: 𝜂𝑝2 =

𝑆𝑆(𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡)
𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙)

in which

𝑆𝑆(𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡) is the ANOVA sum of the squares of the effect and 𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙) corresponds
to the total ANOVA sum of the squares (Cohen, 1988). For path and reward, we had two
pairings of trials, as shown in Figure 2.1C, each of which was tested separately. To assess
path-related activity, for example, we first limited our comparison to trials in which both
barriers were equal and low. We then used an ANOVA to compare the right/low-reward
trials with the left/low-reward trials. A separate ANOVA was used to compare the
right/high-reward to left/high-reward trials. A cell was judged to be path-modulated if it
had a low p value (p<.05) and large effect size (𝜂𝑝2 > 0.1379) in at least one of these two
comparisons. For reward, we used a similar method, comparing high-reward and lowreward on each side independently, as indicated in Figure 2.1C. Assuming a rat did 192
trials (two blocks) per session and his choice in free trials was always high-reward, 88
trials would be available to evaluate effort selectivity, 20 and 44 trails to evaluate path
selectivity, and 32 and 32 trails to evaluate reward selectivity. The rational for
considering effect size is that p-value depends on sample size, whereas effect size is much
less sensitive to sample size. Since sample size is not equal for each of our parameter
comparisons, p-values between groups are not comparable. Effect size, on the other
hand, quantifies how much a given parameter affects the cell’s firing relative to noise
levels and is directly comparable across conditions.
We limited our analysis to those cells that were “task-related”, defined as those
cells whose firing rate was modulated by one of our three primary parameters (effort,
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reward, and path) in at least two bins, using the criteria of low p and high eta (as above).
Within this subset, the percentage of feature selective cells were obtained for each session
and averaged across all sessions from all rats at the end.
To find levels of false alarms expected by chance, data of each session was
shuffled for 100 random permutations and was analyzed each time as above. Then the
percentage of feature selective cells were obtained for each session and averaged on all
sessions at the end. Each shuffled data was obtained by uniformly randomized spiking
time points of each cell keeping its first and last spiking time point fixed.
2.2.5.5 Decoding task features by ensemble firing rates
For each session, we created a data set of neural firing rate vectors, consisting of
the firing rate of each neuron when the rat was in each bin during each trial. This process
resulted in 𝐵 × 𝑁 × 𝑇 activity vectors, where 𝐵 is the number of bins, N is the number of
cells, and 𝑇 is the number of trials.
Depending on the properties of the trial corresponding to each activity vector,
three target values were assigned to that vector: the direction that the rat ran in that trial
(right or left), the amount of reward that the rat received (high or low), and the level of
effort in that trial (high or low). Note that medium effort trials were ignored for this
analysis.
For each task feature (path, reward, and effort), we created a balanced set by
randomly selecting trials from the trial category that represented that feature (keeping the
other two features constant). By balanced, we mean that the set contained an equal
number of instances from each class of the task feature (e.g. equal number of high-reward
and low-reward instances). Note that in the selected trials for each task feature, the other
two features are the same for all the instances.
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In the next step, we performed a 10-fold cross validation on the instances of each
set. In this approach, the dataset is divided into 10 subsets with equal size. In each fold,
we use the data from 9 subsets to train a classifier and test the model on the other
remaining subset. Each subset is used exactly once as the test set, and the final accuracy is
the average of the 10 accuracies that we obtain on different test sets. As for the classifier,
we used a support vector machine (SVM) with a linear kernel.
2.2.5.6 Stability of neural encoding during preparatory and approach phases
To address the question of whether ACC neuron tuning changes during a single
trial, we compared the encoding of effort and reward in two phases of the trajectory from
the central to side feeder. The “preparatory phase” was defined as the period after leaving
the central feeder up to the T-intersection, spatial bins # 4-8, and the “approach phase”
was the period from the T-intersection to the barrier, spatial bins # 9-13. The reason we
started from fourth spatial bin for the preparatory phase is that we wanted to have the
same number of spatial bins for the two phases; also, the animal may still be eating in the
first two spatial bins. To compare effort encoding, we found the bin in both phases where
a cell’s average firing rate was the most discriminatory of the three different levels of
effort (i.e., its maximum value situated at the greatest distance from its minimum value).
Then the firing rate on the low-, medium-, high-effort trials were arranged into two
vectors, one for the maximum discriminable bin on the preparatory phase and another for
the maximum discriminable bin for the approach phase. These two bins were then
correlated, yielding a measure of the degree to which the cell’s effort coding was stable
across the preparatory and approach phases. A positive correlation would mean the cell’s
selectivity for effort (e.g., high firing rate for high-effort) was the same in both phases. A
negative correlation would mean that the cell switched its coding (e.g., high firing rate for
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high-effort during the preparatory phase but high firing rate for low-effort during the
approach phase). A histogram of “encoding stability” correlations was created for each
session and these values averaged to present population data across all animals. The
stability of reward coding was computed similarly except that there were two subsets of
trials used to compute rewards selectivity, one for the right and the other for the left path
(see Fig. 2.1C). Correlations for each cell were computed separately for the two paths and
treated as two cells in the final histogram of correlation values. The histogram counts for
reward encoding stability were then divided by two to reflect the true number of cells.
To determine the range of encoding stability correlation scores expected by
chance, we have repeated the analysis for 100 times per session on the shuffled data with
random spiking time series, keeping the first, last, and average spiking activity fixed for
each neuron. Then the histogram was found for each random permutation and then
averaged over all at the end.
2.2.5.7 Effort-reward joint encoding
In order to judge the relative strength of effort and reward coding for each cell, we
computed the Pearson's linear correlation coefficient for each cell’s firing rate as it relates
to either effort or reward levels. For each cell, these correlations were computed for each
of the spatial bins from the central feeder to the side feeder. Reward trials are chosen to
be on the same side as effort trials to eliminate the effect of path in effort-reward joint
coding. When the correlations of every cell with effort and reward are plotted as a
scatterplot with reward on the horizontal axis, they fall into four quadrants. We numbered
these quadrants similar to quadrants of a Cartesian coordinate system in plane geometry,
from the upper right as I through IV in a counter clockwise fashion (Fig. 2.10A inset).
Cells in the fourth quadrant have firing rates that are positively correlated with reward
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and negatively correlated with effort, essentially coding net utility (E-/R+). Conversely,
the cells in the second quadrant seem to encode negative net utility (E+/R-). Although this
analysis of the effort-reward joint coding provides information about the number of cells
encoding positive and negative utility, it doesn’t provide any information about the
strength of their signals. Hence, we sought to examine how a pre-selected group of
positive and negative utility cells change their firing rate, as a population, throughout the
task. We first chose a spatial bin between central and side feeder (bin # 6) that showed
clear evidence of positive and negative net utility selectivity (see Fig. 2.10B) yet was
remote from the effort and reward events (i.e., climb and food consumption) which
strongly drive cellular activity. We then plotted the average firing rate of all cells coding
positive net utility (cells in QIV) for every position on the maze, separated by effort and
reward levels (see Fig. 2.12A). We did the same for the average firing rate of all cells
encoding negative net utility (cells in QII). Finally, we examined the net utility signal
available from these cells by taking the sum of the positive net utility firing rates minus
the negative ones (see Fig. 2.12B). The sum was used, instead of making an average, as
the number of positive utility cells outnumbered the negative utility cells and so would be
expected to have a stronger influence on downstream structures.
2.3

Results
Four rats performed the effort-reward decision making task while single-neuron

firing rates were recorded using a tetrode array located in the dorsal part of the medial
prefrontal cortex. Four sessions per animal were selected for the analysis. Because of the
low cell counts in one animal, neural analysis are based on three animals while
behavioural results are based on all four.
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2.3.1

Climbing effort influences decision making
A total of 113 to 256 trials per session (mean of 221trials/session) were performed

by the animals in the selected sessions for the analysis. Each of the four rats performed 10
alternating forced-choice trials for every effort-reward combination tested followed by 6
free-choice trials. Figure 2.4 shows the mean percentage of high-reward choices for all
free-choice trials, averaged across sessions and animals but separated by effort-reward
condition. As indicated in the figure legend, the amount of reward available for the two
choice arms was always unequal but the effort varied. The last two conditions in the
figure correspond to the second phase of testing where the high-reward feeder location
was swapped.

Figure 2.4. Mean choice of the high-reward arm on free trials. Results are averaged
across 16 sessions. The x-axis shows the effort level for the low- and high-reward arms.
Note that the position of the high-reward switches for the two conditions on the right.
The legend at the right provides a graphic summary of the different choices in each
condition with reward amounts indicated by small black circles and ramp height depicted
by the height of the triangle. Error bars show the standard error of the mean (*:
Bonferroni corrected significant at p<.00625, (R) indicates reversed reward conditions at
the side feeders).
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Rats chose the high-reward feeder location roughly 85-90 percent of the time, but
this choice was influenced by effort (Fig. 2.4). Planned pair-wise comparisons between a
group of trial types with high-reward on the same feeder location showed that rats chose
the high-reward arm significantly less when it had a high-barrier compared to low or
medium (see Fig. 2.4; low-low vs low-high: t(15) = 3.568, p = 0.003; low-medium vs
low-high: t(15) = 3.890, p = 0.001). Similar results were found when high-reward was on
the opposite location (low-low vs high-low: t(15) = 4.366, p = 0.001). However, when the
choice was between a high-barrier on both arms, rats again preferred the high-reward
significantly more than when the low-reward option did not involve a climb (low-high vs
high-high: t(15) = -4.495, p<0.001). In sum, the results show that choices were definitely
influenced by both reward and effort.
2.3.2

ACC neurons encode the path, effort, and reward
A total of 760 putative single-unit were recorded and, after screening out putative

interneurons and those which showed no modulation by any task variable, 647 of them
were chosen for the further analysis. The total number of neurons analyzed per session
was: 82, 82, 94, and 99 (for rat 1); 41, 42, 46, and 47 (for rat 2); 23, 24, 30, and 37 (for rat
3).
Electrode positions were inferred based on the stereotaxic coordinates of the
implanted microdrive. As shown in Figure 2.1A, they were largely localized to the ACC
with a few electrodes in FR2. Histology was performed on two rats and confirmed our
stereotaxic-based estimates (Fig. 2.1B). Histology of the one rat that had low-quality units
showed that the electrodes were within the target region, and helped to confirm that our
stereological coordinates are correct for the other two rats.
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Some typical examples of single-unit responses to effort, reward and path are
shown in Figure 2.5. As illustrated, single ACC cells showed stronger discriminant
activity for effort and path than for reward. Discriminant activity was observed in all
phases of the task, including the period while the rat was at the central feeder, on the stem
of the T, climbing, and consuming reward at the side locations. However, most cells
showed discriminant activity in only a limited region.

Figure 2.5. Responses to task features by nine example cells. Colors correspond to the
maze regions shown in the inset, upper right. Light gray/blue corresponds to the period
spent at the central feeder, pink to the approach to the ramp, green to the actual climb and
peach to the time spent at the side feeder. A, Effort: Shown are three examples of neurons
which had discriminant activity for the three ramp heights while on approach to the ramp
(top), right before climbing (middle), and while climbing (bottom). B, Reward: Three
neurons showing differential activity to high- and low-reward on the base and side
feeders (top), during the climb and approach to side reward (middle), and on the stem of
the T (bottom). C, Path: Three examples of cells which show differential activity on the
left and right arms of the maze. Differential activity is seen just after leaving the central
reward (top), while climbing (middle), and during consumption of food at both the central
feeder and side feeders. Note that the rat’s position was the same while at the central
feeder and beginning of the T stem. These peri-event histograms have been time-warped
on a trial-by-trial basis before averaging so that the entry and exit from each analysis zone
were matched. Standard error of the mean is shown in light gray behind each track.
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Unsurprisingly, some cells showed differential encoding of barrier height during
the climb (Fig. 2.5A bottom) while other cells encoded effort just as the climb was
commencing (middle). Still other cells show anticipatory encoding of effort well before
rats reached the barrier (top). Effort encoding typically dropped sharply at the side feeder.
Just as effort-related activity was strongest during the climb, activity discriminant of
reward magnitude was common at the side feeders, where the rat received either the highor low-reward. However, reward discriminant activity was occasionally observed on
central feeder (Fig. 2.5B, top) as well as on approach to the side feeders (Fig. 2.5B,
bottom). Path discriminant cells were common on all parts of the maze. Surprisingly, this
included the central feeder (Fig. 2.5C, bottom) and stem of the T (top), where the rats’
running trajectories were nearly identical across trials. However, rats’ movement
trajectories for left and right turns start to diverge not later than the second spatial bin;
hence, they significantly differentiate between these two paths even on this segment of
the maze (ANOVA, P<0.001) (e.g. Fig. 2.6A). This activity might be a reflection of the
rat’s tendency to lean left or right before the paths diverge. However, another possibility
is that this activity corresponds either to the upcoming turn or previous trajectory.
Unfortunately, we did not have enough trials with different combinations of
previous/upcoming choice to discriminate between retrospective and prospective coding.
As described below, population data from all cells in all sessions confirmed the
results illustrated in our single-cell examples. To perform these analyses, data were
analyzed in 36 bins covering the entire extent of the rat’s path and discriminant activity
was judged based on the results of a one-way ANOVA, comparing firing rates at each
level of a given parameter (e.g., effort, reward, path). A cell was judged to encode a
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parameter in a particular bin if it had both a large effect size (𝜂𝑝2 > 0.1379) and low pvalue (p<.05). Chance levels were computed by randomly shuffling spiking activity of
each cell for 100 times per session. Under random shuffling, the average number of cells
classified as tuned to Path was less than 5.2%, Reward, less than 4.4%, Effort, less than
0.6 %, Free-Forced Choice, less than 0.0025%.
Because previous studies have implicated the ACC in volitional behaviour
(Jueptner et al., 1997; Passingham et al., 2010) we expected to find differential activity
between free- and forced-choice trials. During forced trials, one gate at the T intersection
was raised, forcing the rat to choose the opposite arm, whereas in free-choice trials, both
arms were open. The raised gate thus provides a salient visual cue that differed between
forced and free trials. Given the perceptual and decision-related differences, we expected
at least some cells to differentiate free and forced trials, but this was not the case. As
shown in Figure 2.6B, the average number of cells showing differential activity related to
free/forced choice never exceeded 1.1% and was close to zero in most bins. Because of
the lack of effect, subsequent analyses combined data from both free- and forced-choice
trials.
Path was by far the most robustly encoded variable, with roughly a quarter of cells
discriminating path in the majority of spatial bins (Fig. 2.6B). As expected, the
percentage of path-encoding cells was reduced along the T-stem which is a common
segment of the track between left and right loops (Fig. 2.6B); however, even in places
where trajectories for left and right turns were completely overlapping, the number of
cells encoding path was still above chance.
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Effort was the next most influential task parameter. The proportion of cells
encoding the barrier height peaked at 23% at the time of the climb (bin 12) with the
number of cells increasing monotonically during the journey from the central feeder to
the ramp. The number of effort-encoding cells dipped while rats were at the side feeder
and then reached a low plateau around 8% from bins 16 to 23, corresponding to the
downward ramp (see Fig. 2.6B, 3-level effort comparison). This result indicates that ACC
cells were also sensitive to the slope of the down ramp which, of course, was tied to

Figure 2.6. An example of rat’s movement trajectories and population selectivity for task
parameters. A, The route trajectory that one of the animals followed on the maze in a
session is shown. The magnified section illustrates the point at which the animal’s path
diverged. Colors correspond to each of the 36 spatial bins of the maze as shown in the
inset. Blue and red lines indicate the average of left and right trajectories, respectively.
The arrow shows where these trajectories start to significantly differ (ANOVA, p <
0.001). B, Averaged percentage of path, effort, reward and free-force selective neurons in
each spatial bin. Shaded area around each plot indicates the standard error of the mean,
computed based on 12 session averages. Chance level, computed by randomly shuffling
data, is about 5% for path and reward and close to zero for Effort and Free-force
parameters. Background colors correspond to bin positions illustrated in the inset of panel
A. (ANOVA, p < 0.05 and effect size>0.1379)
barrier height. Rats often slowed on the down ramp, consistent with the idea that this
portion of the ramp was also effortful. Effort encoding was lowest during the return to the
central feeder. While these results indicate a strong effort effect, the large number of cells
encoding effort is partly due to the inclusion of three levels of effort, one of which is zero.
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Many of the effort-sensitive cells responded strongly to the contrast between some ramp
and zero ramp (Figure supplement 2.2). When only the medium- and high-barrier
conditions were used to determine the proportion of effort-encoding cells, the proportions
were much lower (see Fig. 2.6B, black dashed line). Thus, the ACC appears to encode the
barrier presence or absence, rather than producing a graded response of effort amount (see
Figure supplement 2.2 and 2.3 for the effort encoding and decoding results using pairwise
comparisons between the barrier heights).
Similar to effort, the proportion of reward-related cells varies based on task
events. The number of cells discriminant of reward amount peaked at 15% while the rat
was at the side feeder. This is, of course, where the rat received either a large or small
reward and so this finding is not unexpected. There was a small ramp up in the percentage
of reward encoding cells during the approach to the feeder location, but this started later
and was less robust than that seen for effort (Fig. 2.6B). The percentage of reward
encoding cells was in the vicinity of 5% for the rest of the trajectory, with the exception
of the region around the central feeder. At this location, the proportion of rewardencoding cells was near 10%. This activity is remarkable because the reward magnitude
at the central feeder does not vary, and the rat’s behaviour (i.e., position) at this point is in
no way related to the upcoming reward choice. Being at the central feeder hence evokes
activity in ACC which reflects upcoming (or perhaps preceding) reward amount.
Examples of two cells showing reward discriminant activity at the central feeder are
shown in Figure 2.7. This activity was observed both on arrival at the central feeder,
while the rat is decelerating (Fig. 2.7 left), and while the rat is at the central feeder and,
presumably, eating (Fig. 2.7 right).
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Figure 2.7. Single units encoding the amount of reward at side feeders while the rat was
at the central feeder. Shown are two separate neurons which discriminate between lowand high-reward right before or while consuming a fixed amount of reward at the central
feeder. Top and bottom plots show corresponding raster and time-warped peri-event time
histograms (bin-size: 100 msec) of neural spikes respectively. Blue background highlights
the duration of reward consumption at the central feeder. Start and stop of the feeder
period was determined based on the rat’s velocity, which drops below a certain threshold
while feeding.
2.3.3

ACC populations provide high fidelity prediction of path, effort and reward
Our single-unit counts tell us what fraction of the population of ACC cells is

involved in coding task parameters. To assess the strength of the signal, we used
ensemble activity within each session to predict upcoming parameter values.
For all 12 sessions with sufficient neurophysiological data, we trained a SVM classifier
with linear kernel to predict either path, effort, or reward based on the instantaneous firing
rates of all cells within a spatial bin. Despite the limited number of cells used in the
decoding (23-99 cells), average prediction accuracy for all sessions was well above the
50% chance level for all parameters in almost every bin (Fig. 2.8). This population
decoding data has strong parallels with the overall number of cells encoding parameters
(Fig. 2.6A). Path again is predicted with the highest fidelity followed by effort and then
reward. Path prediction accuracy was strongly influenced by the rat’s position, being very
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Figure 2.8. Accuracy of decoding effort level, reward amount, and path by ACC
ensemble activity. The average percentage of correct prediction of all 12 sessions, 10
times each, for effort, reward and path is illustrated. Blue lines illustrate corresponding
chance levels to each parameter. Standard error of mean is represented by shaded area
around the mean. Color map of the figure background is provided in the inset of Figure
2.6A.
high whenever the paths were separate and relatively low when paths overlapped (bin 24).
A similar pattern was seen with effort and reward decoding accuracy, though not
to the same extent. To keep the number of classes the same across all variables, we used
only low- and high-effort trials for effort decoding. Decoding of the existence or absence
of the barrier was extremely accurate during the climb, even better than that for path,
suggesting that encoding of effort is particularly robust at this point. Effort decoding
accuracy dips during the time at the side feeder and then reaches a plateau level just
above 80% during the down ramp (bins 16-23). Reward decoding shows increasing
accuracy as the rat moves from the central feeder to side feeder and, though it peaks
slightly at the side feeder, still shows moderate prediction accuracy (~60%) throughout
the rest of the trajectory back to the central feeder. A small peak in the decoding of all
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three parameters (higher for path and reward) is apparent at central feeder, consistent with
the pattern observed in the number of cells encoding reward.
2.3.4

Effort and reward encodings are stable during approach
Given recent evidence that the encoding of motion parameters in motor cortex can

shift dynamically within a reach trajectory (Churchland et al., 2010), we wondered
whether ACC cells tuned to effort and reward might show a similar shift of tuning
properties during a trial. We separated each trial into preparatory (stem of the T) and
approach phases (arms of the T) and compared the parameter tuning between these two
phases for each cell. Figure 2.9A shows specific examples of cells with shifting (top row)
and stable (bottom row) tuning properties. To quantify this effect, we found the bins in
the preparatory and approach phases with the strongest discriminatory activity and then
computed the correlation of the firing rate between these two bins across trials (details in
the Methods section). If the cell’s tuning was stable across the trial (e.g., it preferred higheffort on both preparatory and approach phases), the correlation would be positive.
Conversely, a cell whose tuning switched would have a negative correlation. A
correlation of zero would mean the cell was not tuned to the parameter in at least one task
phase. Histograms of the across-phase correlation coefficients are shown in Figure 2.9B.
The histograms are notably skewed to positive values, indicating that the majority of cells
showed stable tuning to both effort and reward across the trial. Cells with negative
correlations were present (Fig. 2.9A top) but were no more frequent than that seen when
we shuffled the order of trials. We hence conclude that effort and reward coding in ACC
are stable across the trial.
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Figure 2.9. Stability of neural encoding during preparatory and approach phases. A,
Average firing rate of four example neurons in effort (left) and reward (right) conditions
are illustrated. Cells in the top two plots exhibit unstable encoding in that their preference
for effort and reward switches between the preparatory phase (T-stem, bin # 4-8) and the
approach phase (T-arms, bin # 9:13). The cell in upper right, for example, prefers lowreward during preparation and high reward during approach. The cells on the bottom row,
in contrast, show stable encoding across the trajectory. Inset (upper right) shows regions
classified as preparatory and approach as well as the color coding of bins. B, Histogram
showing the averaged percentage of neurons having stable (positive correlations) or
unstable (negative correlations) tuning for groups of trials that varied in effort (left) or
reward (right). As described in the main text, correlation coefficients were computed for
firing rates of cells between preparatory and approach phases. Dashed lines show chance
levels of correlations, estimated by shuffling data across trials 1000 times. Standard error
of mean is indicated by shaded area around the plots.
2.3.5

ACC neurons which jointly encode effort and reward are biased towards
positive net utility

We next examined the joint encoding of effort and reward. A simple Pearson correlation
coefficient was used to quantify the degree to which a given cell’s firing co-varied with
effort or reward. Scatterplots showing the relationship between tuning to effort and
reward are provided in Figure 2.10A for all analyzed cells (647 in total). If neurons
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Figure 2.10. Joint encoding of effort and reward. A, Data shown is the correlation
coefficient of firing rate and effort levels versus the correlation coefficient of firing rate
and reward amounts for each neuron (a total of 647). The plane of R values is divided into
four quadrants which are numbered as shown (upper right inset). B, In the first 16 spatial
bins, the average percentage of units falling in each quadrant (over 12 sessions) is shown.
Error bars show standard error of the mean. Inset (upper right) shows the maze color map
corresponding to square color bars on the upper right corners of figures.
encode effort and reward separately, the data should be distributed either vertically (on y
axes) or horizontally (on x axes). Instead, we see an over-representation of cells in the
upper left and lower right quadrants (QII and QIV, respectively), as is quantified in Figure
2.10B. However, this QII–QIV tuning shifts toward effort and reward axis at the barrier
and reward zones, respectively. Across all bins from the central feeder to the side feeder,
the most common cell type was that showing a negative correlation with effort and
positive correlation with reward (E-/R+). These cells hence encode the positive net utility
of the chosen path. The next most common type of cell was found in Q II. These cells
respond most robustly to high-effort and low-reward (E+/R-), thus signalling negative net
utility. These negative net utility cells are more prevalent than Q I and QIII cells only
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around central feeder and during the approach to the climb but not during the climb (bins
# 12 and 13). Peri-event time histograms showing specific examples of positive and
negative net utility cells are provided in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11. Examples of single units that encode positive and negative overall net
utility. Time-warped peri-event time histograms (bin-size: 100 msec) for two neurons that
encode positive (right column) and negative (left column) utility between central and side
feeder are shown. The time at which the rat starts consuming food at the central feeder is
time zero (not shown). Background color corresponds to the color-coded sections of the
maze shown in the inset. Green indicates the climb. The positive utility cell (QIV) shows
higher firing rate for low-effort and high-reward conditions, whereas the firing rate of the
negative utility cell (QII) is higher for high-effort and low-reward conditions.
2.3.6

The balance of negative and positive utility signals changes on approach to
effort or reward
The preceding section showed that, in ACC, there is an over-representation of

cells representing positive and negative net utility. To provide a more detailed picture of
how the signal from these sub-populations changed through time, we chose positive and
negative utility cells, determined in one spatial bin (bin#6), and tracked their averaged
firing rate over the entire maze. This spatial bin was specifically chosen to be well before
the climb and reward so that proximity to these events would have less influence on our
estimates of cell tuning preference (see Fig. 2.10). As illustrated in Figure 2.12A, the
locations at which these cells provide discriminatory activity are almost exclusively
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Figure 2.12. Differences between positive and negative net utility signals. A, Average
spike rate of all neurons in fourth quadrant (cells encoding positive net utility, E-/R+)
and second quadrant (cells encoding negative net utility, E+/R-) when the animal is in
spatial bin#6, separated by effort (top two) and reward (bottom two). Legends are the
same as the corresponding figure in panel B. B, The difference between the overall firing
rates of neurons in fourth quadrant and second quadrant as the animal was in spatial bin#6
and tracking them all over the maze in effort (top) and reward (bottom) conditions. The
average of both panels is on 12 sessions and the shaded area around each plot indicates
standard error of mean. (top inset: maze color map, the bin#6 is indicated by arrows;
bottom inset: highlighted quadrants corresponding to positive and negative utility cells).
located between the central feeder and arrival at one of the side reward feeders. This
observation is consistent with the idea that this activity is related to the net utility of the
choice. We next computed the total net utility signal available from both positive and
negative utility cells by performing a weighted average of the activity of all cells in Q IV
and subtracting the weighted averaged activity of all cells in Q II. As illustrated in Figure
2.12B (top), when no barrier is presented, cells encoding positive net utility (QIV) provide
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a stronger signal than negative utility cells (QII) in all spatial bins. However, in the trials
with medium- and high-effort, negative utility cells almost outbalance positive utility
signal when approaching the climb as well as descending the ramp. Figure 2.12B
(bottom) shows that, when approaching the feeders, positive utility cells (Q IV) fire more
strongly than negative utility cells (QII). This effect becomes reversed after leaving the
side feeder. Although the effect is similar for both high- and low-reward, the strength of
the positive utility cells outweighs the negative utility cells more in the high-reward
condition than the low-reward condition specifically over the T-stem, as one might
expect. Another peak is observed on the returning path toward the central feeder. Overall,
these data suggest that, for more valuable conditions (LE and HR), ACC encodes a signal
which is biased toward positive utility and this effect is reversed for more effortful or less
rewardable trails particularly during the approach to the barrier and over the ramp.
2.4

Discussion
We investigated the spiking activity of simultaneously recorded ACC ensembles

in response to effort, reward, and path while the animal was performing a figure-8 costbenefit decision-making task where the cost was the effort of climbing a barrier. Our
results show that left and right paths were discriminated by about one-fifth of neurons at
all maze locations, although the effect was reduced where the paths overlap. The second
and third most influential parameters were, in turn, effort and reward. While the
dominance of effort over reward was partially accounted for by the neurons responding to
the emergence of the barrier (Figure supplement 2.2), we also found that effort encoding
(even medium- versus high-effort) was generally more robust than reward coding at the
single cell level (e.g., Fig. 2.5). This finding is consistent with our decoding results in
which we could predict the level of effort with a higher accuracy when using barrier46

present and barrier-absent trials, rather than using high- and medium-barrier trials (Figure
supplement 2.3). However, the prediction accuracy for the later condition is still higher
than reward decoding (Figure 2.8 and Figure supplement 2.3). The proportion of cells
encoding effort started to ramp up as the rat left the central feeder and approached the
barrier, peaked at the barrier with more than 20% of the population, then dropped greatly
after climbing. However, the reward discrimination peaked at the reward feeders with
about 15% of neurons encoding this parameter. Using decoding methods on
simultaneously recorded neural activity patterns, we showed that discriminability for
effort, reward, and path was generally quite good everywhere except on the common stem
of the maze before the rat turned left or right. Further, these patterns showed the same
general pattern observed with the proportion of encoding cells in that path was the most
strongly encoded feature, followed by effort and then reward.
It is also worth noting that the effort encoding is not strongly influenced by
animals’ running velocity. Supplemental figure 2.1 shows some examples of one of the
rats’ velocity in each condition. The velocity profile appears to stay fairly similar between
the conditions; only at the climb zone it is decreased when the barrier exists. If the effort
selectivity observed in our cells was due solely running speed, one would expected
elevated firing at other points on the maze where the animal slowed down, such as on
approach to feeders. This was not the case (data not shown).
2.4.1

Decision making versus action maintenance
Effort-coding in ACC started to dominate as the animals’ left and right path

trajectories diverged, while the effort-reward decision would have had to have been made
much earlier, on the common segment. The proportion of neurons responding to reward
started to ramp up even later and peaked at the location of target feeder. On the common
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segment of the T-maze, where decision demands are presumably greatest, the ACC
demonstrated the lowest discriminant activity for effort, reward, and path of anywhere on
the maze. While our decoding results still show above-chance predictions of upcoming
choices on the common segment, the most parsimonious interpretation of these results is
that the ACC doesn’t drives decision processes in this task. Some primate studies also
have reported gradually increasing ACC activity prior to reward delivery but after a
decision has been made (Shidara & Richmond, 2002; Cai & Padoa-Schioppa, 2012;
Blanchard & Hayden, 2014; Blanchard et al., 2015). If ACC doesn’t make decisions,
which region does? Prior research has shown that secondary motor cortex signals choice
ahead of behavioural manifestation of the animal’s choice (Sul et al., 2011), while the
various medial prefrontal structures, including the ACC, starts to signal choice later,
when the animal’s behaviour actually diverges (Sul et al., 2010). In another single-unit
study of rat’s ACC on a different effort-reward decision-making task, path encoding
appeared higher than chance level only where paths diverged and the encoding of reward
and effort before the decision were negligible (Cowen et al., 2012). In a decoding study,
our group has also shown that populations of ACC neurons provide high-resolution
decoding of the rat’s present location, not where he is going. In short, the ACC seems to
encode what is, not what shall be.
Cowen (2012) has suggested that the ACC may be necessary for persistence on a
plan of action once chosen (Cowen et al., 2012). This is consistent with our single-cell
results, as encoding of effort and reward is quite robust after the choice until the ramp is
climbed and reward achieved. It is also consistent with an observation from a behaviour
study using the same task where ACC-lesioned rats turned into the high-reward arm but
then backed away just before climbing the barrier and eventually chose the alternative
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arm (Holec et al., 2014). The ACC event horizon is apparently too short for it to play a
role in the decision, but long enough for it to anticipation immediate outcomes, such as
expected effort and reward, which helps the rat maintain the course of action until goals
are achieved.
On the other hand, a small but significant fraction of neurons predicted upcoming
reward magnitude on the side feeders while the rat was pausing at the central feeder, long
before a choice was actually made. Although the small peak at this location, which
appeared in the encoding results (Fig 2.6B), doesn’t seem compelling at the first glance,
we found many examples of cells whose activity robustly differentiating between low and
high levels of the side feeder reward (two of which are presented in Fig. 2.7). Our
decoding results were also consistent with this finding, showing a slight peak in
prediction accuracy near the central feeder (Figure 2.8). Similar prospective activity was
found for path in both encoding and decoding results (See also Fig 2.5C for two example
neurons). However, comparing with the rest of the maze, path encoding at the central
feeder is weak. Such an effect was not observed for effort; thus, it seems to be specific to
reward and side. Although the prospective activity of ACC neurons in response to reward
expectation has been observed in another study, it seems to be different in pattern and
character. In a study by Blanchard et al. (Blanchard et al., 2015) with monkeys, the ACC
ensemble activity observed after choice was reported to gradually increase and come to
resemble the post-reward pattern, while, we observed that the reward-related prospective
activity diminishes as the animal leaves the central feeder and then ramps up as the
animal is approaching the side feeder. Also, they found this activity during a delay in
anticipation of the reward, but we observed it when the animal paused around reward
zone. We have previously shown that population activity at side feeders often
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momentarily switches to a pattern seen on the alternate side feeder, as though the rat was
imagining himself at that alternate location (i.e., the path not taken) (Mashhoori et al.,
2018). This mental excursion to the remote reward location was shown to occur more
after disfavoured reward (low-reward). Hence, the idea that the pause at reward zone is a
time when the brain reflects on alternate course of action is not new. However, this is the
first report of such predictive activity in the ACC. Several groups have reported that
while rats pause after reward, cells in several regions show prospective encoding of
trajectories. This phenomenon has been reported in orbitofrontal cortex (Steiner &
Redish, 2014) and hippocampus (Foster & Wilson, 2006; Carr et al., 2011). It has been
speculated that this activity may relate to the switch of perspective ascribed to the
“default mode” network in humans, of which the ACC in rats appears to be a member
(Buckner & Carroll, 2007; Buckner et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2012).
2.4.2

So, what does ACC care about?
Although it has been suggested that the dominant role of ACC is in the evaluation

of the amount of required effort to achieve a reward (Walton et al., 2002; Walton et al.,
2003), the results of the present study indicate that path information in ACC is even
stronger. The ACC neurons differentiate between the chosen left and right paths more
robustly than effort and reward at every location on the maze. This finding implies that
spatial coding might take precedence over effort-reward calculation in ACC. This finding
is not an artifact of our task design. Both high- and low-reward and high- and low-effort
were encountered on both side feeder locations. Hence, our task design allows us to
separate the influence of side from effort and reward. We have recently shown that
activity in ACC is completely sufficient to decode the position of the animal on this task,
further strengthening the argument that ACC plays an important role in tracking the
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animal spatial position (Mashhoori et al., 2018). One might argue that the position is not
independent of existing manifestations of effort and reward in the task. Information about
the proximity of barriers and reward wells certainly also conveys information about the
animal’s position on the maze. However, the decoding algorithm was blind to the amount
of effort and reward on any given trial and, despite the varying levels of these variables,
still decoded position with extremely high accuracy (Mashhoori et al., 2018). While not
frequently studied, there are similar reports of strong spatial encoding in ACC and other
mPFC structures in both rats (Euston & McNaughton, 2006; Cowen & McNaughton,
2007; Fujisawa et al., 2008) and primates (Strait et al., 2016). Also, other primate studies
who monitored animals eye movements have found spatial selective neurons in ACC
(Kennerley et al., 2009) and more specifically in dorsal part of ACC (Cai & PadoaSchioppa, 2012).
In a previous study, Cowen et al has shown that the number of ACC neurons
responsive to path and effort is much higher than those responsive to reward (Cowen et
al., 2012). At the first glance, our results also show that after path, effort has a much
stronger effect on ACC neurons than reward; however, part of this was due to a design
limitation: we had three levels of effort (zero, medium, and high) and only two levels of
reward (low or high). One can imagine that effort coding would have been much more
prominent had we contrasted some reward against no reward. Hence, ramp, which
included a no-ramp condition may have had a structural advantage in driving ACC
activity. Further, the use of three levels increased our statistical power to detect effortencoding cells. When we looked at only the top two levels of effort, we found that the
proportion of cells encoding effort was similar to that encoding reward (Fig. 2.6). The
fact that the detected proportion of effort-encoding cells dropped so dramatically when
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we excluded the no-ramp condition suggests that the contrast between no ramp and some
ramp is more important to these cells than the contrast between a medium- and highbarrier (Figure supplement 2.1). On the other hand, reward itself still had a discriminatory
effect on neural firing rates, even when the required physical effort was minimal. This
finding contrasts with the lack of reward coding in the nearly identical study of Hillman
and Bilkey (2010) when ramps were zero on both arms (Hillman & Bilkey, 2010), but
consistent with a large literature showing reward-magnitude encoding in medial
prefrontal regions (Pratt & Mizumori, 2001; Burton et al., 2009; Gruber et al., 2010;
Euston et al., 2012). Perhaps the lack of reward coding without effort was simply a result
of the low number of cells in the earlier Hillman and Bilkey’s study.
Our analysis didn’t show any significant difference between ACC neural activity
on free versus forced trials. This is particularly remarkable because there were significant
physical differences between the two conditions, namely the physical gates that are either
raised to block access to one of the arms or lowered to allow free choice. Despite this
difference, the ACC activity was nearly identical whether the animal made a choice of
their own free will or were directed by the gates. This suggests that the ACC activity is
not influenced by the volitional state of behaviour. Another reason this finding is
particularly surprising is that the cingulate cortex is often implicated in the initiation of
self-generated actions, especially in human/primate studies (Mueller et al., 2007;
Passingham et al., 2010). Internally guided actions are referred to those decisions in
which no external cue tells the animal which action to make; instead, the animal decides
based on internal states (Passingham & Lau, 2006). The neural activity in these volitional
behaviours was first compared with externally triggered actions in early studies (Okano &
Tanji, 1987; Romo & Schultz, 1987) and supplementary motor area (SMA and pre-SMA)
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and ACC were found to be involved (Romo & Schultz, 1987; Shima & Tanji, 1998a; b;
Mueller et al., 2007). Human research has shown discriminative activity in these regions
well before the subjects’ awareness of their internal states, decision, or intention to make
an action (Fried et al., 2011). A finer resolution study in monkeys has shown that the
dorsal ACC is most active before movement initiation while the ventral bank of ACC
encodes reward delivery, but neither of them seem to encode pre-decision variables (Cai
& Padoa-Schioppa, 2012). It may be that the structure of our task, perhaps the extensive
pre-training, minimized the salience of gates or obviated the need to attend to the
free/force trial status. It is also worth noting that the evidence for ACC involvement in
movement initiation is largely based on primate and human studies, so there may be a
species difference or confusion about homologous structures (Heilbronner et al., 2016).
2.4.3

Net utility of a choice
In the effort-reward decision-making paradigm, selecting the optimum option

ultimately depends on weighing both effort and reward. Our behavioural results confirm
that both variables influence the animal choice. If effort and reward are separately
encoded in ACC, this region might be simply a relay to another area which integrates the
necessary information to eventually make the decision. By contrast, if the encoding of
these variables is integrated, it might suggest that ACC is involved in combining these
variables to compute net utility. Certainly, primate studies suggest that multiplexing is a
signature of ACC encoding (Kennerley et al., 2009). By investigating how effort and
reward are jointly encoded, we aimed to address this issue. We have observed that some
ACC neurons encode only effort and others only reward. However, the majority of cells
encoded a combination of these two task parameters. It should be noted that this contrasts
with the findings of Cowen et al (2012), who found few cells which jointly encoded both
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effort and reward (Cowen et al., 2012). This may be because effort and reward occurred
at separate locations on the track compared to our study, where reward was delivered at
the top of the ramp. The firing rate of the most of these neurons in our study correlated
with effort and reward in opposite directions, consistent with the idea that they encode net
utility. A significant portion of neurons fired most strongly for low-effort and highreward, suggesting that they encode cost-discounted potential gain, typically referred to
as positive net utility (E-/R+). Others fired most strongly for high-effort and low-reward,
perhaps signalling negative net utility (E+/R-). These utility-like signals peak just before
the ramp (and reward) are encountered, consistent with the results we obtained when
analyzing each variable separately (compare Figures 2.6 and 2.12). Of note, these signals
are also largely stable throughout a trial (Fig. 2.9). Unlike cells in the motor cortex, which
have been shown to shift their tuning to preferred direction during a movement
(Churchland et al., 2010), we found the tuning of cells to effort and reward to be stable
across the preparatory and approach phases (e.g. a reward cell whose firing is positively
corrected with level of reward is unlikely to show a negative relationship between firing
and reward in another location).
The majority of the evidence for ACC encoding comes from human neuroimaging
studies, and here the picture is far from clear. ACC activity has been shown to correlates
with effort, reward, as well as the net value of the choice in both positive and negative
directions (Croxson et al., 2009; Prevost et al., 2010; Kurniawan et al., 2013; KleinFlugge et al., 2016; Chong et al., 2017). For instance, ACC activity was negatively
correlated with subjective value in one study (Prevost et al., 2010), and positively
correlated with the same variable in another study (Klein-Flugge et al., 2016). When the
cost of the decision is a physical activity of squeezing a bulb, ACC activity was shown to
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increase with the higher level of effort (Prevost et al., 2010; Kurniawan et al., 2013),
while other human studies have found a negative correlation between ACC activity and
the level of effort (Croxson et al., 2009; Klein-Flugge et al., 2016). Also, the level of
reward had a negative correlation with ACC activity in some fMRI studies (Chong et al.,
2017) and positive in others (Croxson et al., 2009; Klein-Flugge et al., 2016). Similarly, a
mixture of different relationships between ACC firing rate and the amount of reward or
required effort has been reported by animal studies (Heilbronner & Hayden, 2016) . For
instance, some studies have observed ACC neurons negatively responded to the level of
effort (Porter et al., 2019), or reward (Luk & Wallis, 2009; Hayden et al., 2011b;
Kennerley et al., 2011); whereas, others have reported ACC neurons positively tuned to
the reward (Hayden et al., 2009; Hillman & Bilkey, 2010) and still other studies have
found both negative and positive encoding of reward in ACC (Hayden et al., 2011a;
Blanchard & Hayden, 2014). In light of these findings, it is worthwhile to note that we
also see evidence that the ACC population is biased towards positive and negative net
utility (see Figure 2.10, where more cells are in QIV and QII than elsewhere) and these
signals are encoded simultaneously by separate subpopulations of intermixed cells.
Similar sub-populations have been reported in monkey pregenual ACC using a costbenefit task involving aversive air-puffs and reward (Amemori & Graybiel, 2012). In
their study, both positive and negative net utility cells were evenly distributed except in
one anatomical region where the negative cells where more numerous. Whether such a
region exists in rats remains to be determined.
When we examined the net firing rate of negative and positive utility cells
combined, we find that the balance between these two signals changes in different phases
of the task and as the value of the outcomes change (Fig. 2.12B). For low-effort and high55

reward trials in which the outcomes possess more value, positive utility signal outweighs
the negative utility in most spatial bins, except after leaving the feeder with high-reward
condition. This effect becomes less or even reversed as the value of outcomes decreases
(higher-effort or low-reward). These results suggest that ACC is an element of a
computational network in the brain involved in assessing the utility of an ongoing action.
These data may thus be critical in keeping the animal motivated on the task. It is
consistent with recent findings of the communication between ACC and VTA, a
substantial component of motivational network, in effort-reward decision processes
(Elston & Bilkey, 2017; Elston et al., 2018; Elston et al., 2019). Specifically, in a task
which requires the rat to climb a barrier in only some random trials in order to receive a
reward, the ACC is shown to signal the VTA when the rat faces no barrier (Elston &
Bilkey, 2017). Also, ACC-to-VTA signaling was shown to be related to the anticipation
of task reversal, whereas VTA-to-ACC signals were observed in response to errors in
outcomes (Elston et al., 2019). Taken together, our results are consistent with the idea
that ACC integrates both effort and reward information to convey the net utility of a
condition.
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2.5

Figure supplement

Figure supplement 2.1. Examples of an animal’s running velocity in five different trials.
The instantaneous animal’s running velocity is illustrated in five different trials, each
correspond to a specific condition.
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Figure supplement 2.2. Population data on effort selectivity. The average percentage of
neurons discriminate different pairs of barrier levels in each spatial bin of the maze are
plotted along with the average percentage of neurons differentiate at least one of the three
levels of the barrier. Shaded area around each plot indicates the standard error of the
mean. Background colors correspond to bin positions illustrated in the inset of panel A of
Figure 2.6. (ANOVA, p < 0.05 and effect size>0.1379)

Figure supplement 2.3. Accuracy of decoding effort level using pairwise comparisons of
the barrier height. The average percentage of correct prediction of all 12 sessions, 10
times each, for effort amount using trials with two levels of the barrier is illustrated.
Shaded area around each plot indicates the standard error of the mean. Background colors
correspond to bin positions illustrated in the inset of panel A of Figure 2.6.
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CHAPTER 3: Amphetamine-induced reduction of effort-reward utility

encoded by rat anterior cingulate cortex
Abstract
D-amphetamine (AMPH) is well-known to affect catecholamine transmission in
the brain and behavioural choice during tasks involving effort and reward. A primary
cortical target of catecholamines, particularly dopamine, is the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), which is implicated in effort-reward choice. Thus, the effect of AMPH on
behaviour may involve the modulation of information processing in the ACC. We tested
this hypothesis here by quantifying the effect of vehicle or AMPH (0.5, 1, 1.5 mg/kg) on
the encoding of effort, reward, and utility in the ACC of freely-moving rats. Rats
performed a two-alternative task in which they received either a large or small reward by
exerting either high- or low-effort (barrier climb). Consistent with previous data, we
found that individual ACC neurons encoded effort, reward, and utility, among other
variables. AMPH had dose-dependent effects on this encoding as well as behaviour. Low
doses increased task engagement and had only mild effects on neural encoding, whereas
high doses disrupted utility signaling and decreased animals’ engagement in the task. The
disruption was primarily mediated by a reduction in reward encoding and compression of
the joint effort-reward encoding of utility signaling cells. Interestingly, animals spent less
time at feeders and increased the number of times they bypassed feeders with increasing
AMPH, suggesting that the reduction in reward encoding may be manifested as reduced
interest in the reward. Multivariate analyses of simultaneously recorded ensemble activity
revealed that low-dose AMPH caused a contraction of neural trajectories in state space
and an increase in the neural trajectory velocity within the space, which mirrored the
increase in running speed in rats. At high doses, the state-space occupancy expanded and
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trajectories became highly variable, which was concordant with frequent disengagement
in the task. Besides its attenuation of value signaling, we suggest that AMPH has two
effects on population dynamics: it stabilizes the dynamics underlying learned neural
trajectories in ACC, and increases the excitability of the system. At low doses, these
balance such that the systems evolves more quickly (because of the increased energy of
increased excitability), but stays within the bounds of learned trajectories. At high doses,
the additional excitation overwhelms the stability effects such that the neural activity
deviates from the attractor basin of task-related ensemble patterns, and thereby breaks
behaviour.
3.1

Introduction
The control of volitional behaviour involves complex interactions among several

brain areas, each of which appears to have some specialization of processing information
about the many factors pertinent to action selection (Balleine & Dickinson, 1998;
O'Doherty, 2004; Daw et al., 2006; Doya, 2008; Pennartz et al., 2009; Gruber &
McDonald, 2012). Empirical studies of choice among options with varying costs and
benefits indicate involvement of several brain structures, including the medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC), medial striatum, and midbrain dopamine (DA) neurons in rodent (Walton
et al., 2002; Salamone et al., 2003; Walton et al., 2003; Schweimer & Hauber, 2005;
2006; Lapish et al., 2008; Hauber & Sommer, 2009; Kim et al., 2009; Walton et al.,
2009; Hillman & Bilkey, 2010; Sul et al., 2010; Braun & Hauber, 2011; Pasquereau &
Turner, 2013; Holec et al., 2014; Elston & Bilkey, 2017). This is consistent with data in
primates (Samejima et al., 2005; Kennerley et al., 2006; Seo & Lee, 2007; Amemori &
Graybiel, 2012), suggesting at least partial conservation of function (Murray et al., 2017).
The results of these studies suggest that cortico-striatal networks and their
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neuromodulation underlie evaluation of choice options and execution of the subsequent
action (Seo & Lee, 2007; Doya, 2008; Floresco et al., 2008a; Assadi et al., 2009;
Kurniawan et al., 2011; Euston et al., 2012).
Rodents readily learn to exert effort in order to acquire food rewards. Intact rats
typically are willing to exert more effort, such as barrier climbing or lever pressing, if the
associated reward is of considerably higher value than that of lower-effort options. This
preference is reduced or eliminated by lesions of the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC)
(Walton et al., 2002; Walton et al., 2003; Schweimer & Hauber, 2005; Holec et al.,
2014), by lesions of ventral striatum (VS) (Hauber & Sommer, 2009), or by disruption of
DA transmission in these areas (Salamone et al., 1994b; Cousins et al., 1996; Schweimer
et al., 2005; Schweimer & Hauber, 2006; Floresco et al., 2008b; Bardgett et al., 2009;
Mai et al., 2012). Systemic administration of D1-type and/or D2-type DA receptors
antagonists (Denk et al., 2005; Floresco et al., 2008b; Bardgett et al., 2009; Hosking et
al., 2015), as well as intra-ACC D1 receptor blockage (Schweimer & Hauber, 2006),
show a similar effect, whereas intra-ACC D2 receptor antagonists (Schweimer & Hauber,
2006) or systemic administration of D3 agonists/antagonist (Bardgett et al., 2009) do not
affect effort-reward preference. These data suggest that drugs affecting DA transmission
via D1/D2 receptors will influence choices involving effort and reward. One such drug is
d-amphetamine (AMPH). A prominent effect of AMPH is the extracellular increase of
DA and norepinephrine in the striatum (Besson et al., 1969a; Besson et al., 1969b;
Chiueh & Moore, 1973; Zetterstrom et al., 1983; Hernandez et al., 1987; Di Chiara &
Imperato, 1988; Avelar et al., 2013) due to its action on uptake transporters for these
transmitters (Seiden et al., 1993; Easton et al., 2007; Avelar et al., 2013; Covey et al.,
2013). AMPH also increases extracellular concentrations of these transmitters in the
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neocortex by interfering with their enzymatic degradation in synapses (Shoblock et al.,
2003; Pum et al., 2007; Ren et al., 2009). This is particularly important in the dorsal
mPFC, including the ACC, because of its dense DA innervation relative to other cortical
regions (Berger et al., 1991; Ash et al., 2014). Although the mechanism is not well
understood, evidence strongly indicates that choice preference is biased toward higheffort, high-reward options when AMPH administered systemically (Floresco et al.,
2008b; Bardgett et al., 2009). It remains unclear what aspects of information processing
are affected by AMPH to produce this effect.
Effort, reward, and other features pertinent for costly economic decisions are often
formalized by the concept of utility (Phillips et al., 2007). Options requiring low effort
but yielding a large food reward to a hungry animal have high utility, whereas options
requiring high effort or yielding little/unwanted food have low utility. The bias toward
high-effort, high-reward options under AMPH could reflect a perceived discounting of
effort and/or an increase in perceived reward value when the drug is on board.
Behavioural evidence for this is mixed. Animals are willing to exert more physical effort
under AMPH (Floresco et al., 2008b; Bardgett et al., 2009), but it is unclear if this
reflects changes in utility (e.g. devaluation of effort) or is a by-product of generally
increased motoric output (Shin et al., 2010; Wardle et al., 2011). The behavioural data for
effects on reward value is enigmatic. AMPH-treated rats appear less motivated to eat;
their latency to first consumption is longer, they consume less than usual, and they spend
less time on eating their meals than when no AMPH is administered (Blundell et al.,
1976; Blundell et al., 1979; Leibowitz et al., 1986). Suppression of food-intake by AMPH
has been reported in other types of rodents (Cannon et al., 2004; Wellman et al., 2009), as
well as in primates (Foltin & Fischman, 1988; Foltin, 2001). These findings suggest that
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the perceived reward value is decreased. On the other hand, AMPH induces rodents and
primates to become more engaged in food-seeking activity (Evans & Foltin, 1997; Foltin
& Evans, 1999; Foltin, 2001; Odum & Shahan, 2004). This suggests that they are more
willing to do work for the reward, as if the food had higher utility, but then show less
interest in consuming the reward, as if the food had lower utility. The behavioural data,
therefore, do not support a clear prediction about how AMPH may influence the neural
encoding of utility.
Electrophysiological recordings indicate that rat ACC and nearby regions in
mPFC encode a variety of signals related to choice. These include the position of the
animal (Euston & McNaughton, 2006; Fujisawa et al., 2008; Mashhoori et al., 2018), task
phase (Lapish et al., 2008; Balaguer-Ballester et al., 2011), reward (Gruber et al., 2010;
Cowen et al., 2012), choice (Cowen et al., 2012), effort (Cowen et al., 2012;
Hashemniayetorshizi et al., 2015), and other task-related features (Cowen &
McNaughton, 2007; Gruber et al., 2009; Durstewitz et al., 2010; Sul et al., 2010). These
are consistent with findings in monkeys and humans (Isomura et al., 2003; Kennerley et
al., 2006; Croxson et al., 2009; Kennerley et al., 2009; Kennerley & Wallis, 2009b; Cai
& Padoa-Schioppa, 2012; Apps & Ramnani, 2014; Skvortsova et al., 2014; Blanchard et
al., 2015; Klein-Flugge et al., 2016; Chong et al., 2017). Circuits involving mPFC and
striatum are proposed to be involved in cost-benefit computations (Hillman & Bilkey,
2010; Cowen et al., 2012; Hillman & Bilkey, 2012), and we have shown encoding of net
utility by single ACC units (Hashemniayetorshizi et al., 2015). It has been suggested that
AMPH modulates the ACC neural dynamics (Lapish et al., 2015), but this has not been
explicitly shown in the effort-reward encoding of neurons. Here, we use high-density
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neural recordings in freely-moving rats to assess how systemic AMPH affects the
encoding of effort and reward by single units and ensembles in ACC. (Sul et al., 2010).
3.2

Material and Methods

3.2.1

Subjects and surgical procedure
In this study, four adult male Fischer Brown Norway (FBN) hybrid aged 6 to 10

months were used. Rats were born and raised on-site, housed individually in a 12h-12h
reverse light cycle, and habituated to handling for two weeks prior to surgery. The drive
and implantation surgeries were conducted as described previously (Euston &
McNaughton, 2006), but is explained briefly here. Surgeries were carried out prior to any
training. Animals were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane throughout the procedure (11.5 % by volume in oxygen at a flow rate of 1.5 L/min). Each animal was implanted with
a “hyperdrive” consisting of 12 independently-movable tetrodes (McNaughton et al.,
1983; Wilson & McNaughton, 1993) and 2 reference electrodes. The hyperdrive bundle
was centered at 3.00 mm AP and 1.3 mm ML of left mPFC and angled 9.5 degrees
toward the midline. A craniotomy was made around the electrode exit site of the drive,
and the dive bundle was lowered to the brain surface. The dura was retracted, and the
hyperdrive body was secured to the skull with anchor screws embedded in dental acrylic
(Lang Dental, Wheeling, US). Following surgery, rats were administered daily injections
of 1mg/kg Metacam (analgesic) for 3 days and 10 mg/kg Baytril (antibiotic) for 5 days.
Tetrodes were lowered 950 μm from the skull surface after the surgery and then gradually
lowered over the next 2-3 weeks to reach the target depth. Food restriction started after
the animal recovered from the surgery (7 days) and was monitored daily to ensure the
weight was at least 85% of the free-feeding weight for the duration of the experiment.
The experiments were performed in dim light during animal’s waking phase. All
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procedures were performed in accordance with the Canadian Council of Animal Care and
the Animal Welfare Committee at the University of Lethbridge.
3.2.2

Experiment
The behavioural apparatus and the method of data collection used in this study

were described previously (Mashhoori et al., 2018). Briefly, we used an automated
figure-8 maze (Fig. 3.1A), which is a modified version of the classic T-maze frequently

Figure 3.1. Experimental apparatus and task. A, Top view photograph of the figure-8
maze. The rat in the picture is consuming reward at the central feeder. One barrier is
elevated for the purpose of illustration. Side feeder wells (white circles) are located on top
of the platforms, and wire-mesh ramps. Lead back to the starting feeder. B, Task
schematic illustrating one full block of the task. The table shows the order of grouped
trials in each effort-reward condition. The height of triangles is equivalent to the barrier
height and the number of filled circles represents the amount of food reward at the side
feeder. The same trial sequence is repeated two times per session. Dashed lines show the
subset of trials used for testing the effort (red) and reward (green) encoding. C,
Histological representation of electrode locations. The electrode marks pointed by arrows
for three rats are shown on stained coronal brain slices. The estimated electrode location
for another rat is also shown on a figure altered from (Paxinos & Watson, 2014).
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used in studies of effort-reward decision-making (Salamone et al., 1994a; Walton et al.,
2002). The track of the maze was 15 cm wide, and configured into a rectangular pathway
measuring 102 x 114cm. The maze contains a central feeder on the T-stem from which a
trial was initiated. Two side feeder wells were located on two platforms located in the
upper corners of the maze. The platforms could move vertically to require a variable
height climb to reach the feeder. Animals descend from the platform by a ramp to return
to the starting feeder. The elevation of the platform was 0 cm for the low-effort condition
(it was level with the track), and was 23 cm for the high-effort condition. The reward was
Ensure beverage (chocolate flavoured), and the volume was 0.03ml as a low-reward, and
0.12 ml as high-reward. The small volume was delivered at the center feeder in all trials.
Four gates were located on the entry points of the T-stem and T-arms to prevent animals
going backward. These were also used on some trials to force animals to select one target
feeder. On other trials, animals were free to choose either target feeder. Over a course of
roughly three weeks, animals were trained on the maze with a mixture of force and free
trials. Animals were identified as well-trained when they choose high-reward options over
the low-reward ones more than 80% of the trials in which the barrier height was the same
on both sides. In the following sessions, the animals were required to perform two full
blocks of forced trials as shown in Figure 3.1B. Each block of trials consisted of five
groups of 20 forced trials where the effort-reward conditions were constant. Each of these
trial groups was designed to investigate one of the three decision features (effort, reward,
path), which was conducted by manipulating only one of these and keeping the other two
constant. However, only effort and reward groups were used in this study. Trials were
arranged alternatively left and right throughout the task. One of the recorded rats used a
different task design, consisting of either four or six groups of 16 trials (10 alternate-side
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force followed by 6 free trials) in which another level of effort was also added (9 inch:
medium-effort and 18 inch: high-effort).
All rats were administered with saline or AMPH in a 5 to 10 minutes gap after
finishing one block of the experiment and before starting the second one. Three doses of
AMPH (0.5, 1, 1.5 mg/kg) were used in this study. Only one dose (or saline) was given
per daily session. The order of drug/saline injection across sessions was: saline, AMPH
0.5 mg/kg, AMPH 1 mg/kg, saline, AMPH 1.5 mg/kg. The rat performing the alternate
task design received the saline and drugs in different orders: saline, AMPH 0.5 mg/kg,
AMPH 1.5 mg/kg, saline, AMPH 1 mg/kg, saline, AMPH 0.5 mg/kg.
3.2.3

Histology
Following completion of the study and 2-5 days before transcardial perfusion,

recoding sites were marked by passing 10 uA direct current for 10 second through one
electrode of each tetrode. Then, rats received lethal injections of sodium pentobarbital
(100 mg/kg i.p.) and were perfused with PBS and 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). The
brains were post-fixed for 24 hours in 4% PFA and then transferred and stored in 30%
sucrose and PBS solution with sodium azide (0.02%). After at least 24 hours, the brains
were coronally sectioned at 40 μm thickness using a CM3050 S freezing Cryostat (Leica,
Germany) and mounted on glass microscope slides, then stained by cresyl violet. Digital
images of the prepared brain sections were produced with a Nano-Zoomer slide scanner
(Hamamatsu, Japan) and visually inspected to determine the location of marking lesions.
As shown in Figure 3.1C, electrode marks were identified for three brains. The 4th brain
was destroyed during histology; the estimated locations of the electrodes were determined
by the daily logs of electrode depth, and are indicated in the figure.
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3.2.4

Analysis
A total of 22 sessions were included in the analysis. The data include at least two

sessions with saline treatment and one session of each drug dosage for each animal. In
total, 1266 cells were recorded, out of which 1209 were assumed as pyramidal neurons
and included in the analysis. Each session is partitioned into two phases, pre- and postinjection, and the analysis contrasts the relative change in the post-injection phase with
respect to the pre-injection phase.
3.2.4.1 Preprocessing
Camera-based tracking of LEDs located on preamplifiers attached to the recording
drives were used to estimate the position of animals on the maze. We used image
registration methods in MATLAB to correct any maze or camera shifts or rotations
between the recorded sessions in order to normalize maze position across sessions.
Recorded spikes waveforms were first automatically clustered using KlustaKwik
(author: K. D. Harris, Rutgers-Newark) and then manually sorted using MClust (David
Redish, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis). Putative individual neurons were then
manually classified to pyramidal and interneurons based on half-amplitude and trough-topeak durations (Bartho et al., 2004). Neural analysis was restricted to only putative
pyramidal neurons unless otherwise stated.
3.2.4.2 Behavioural analysis
The effect of AMPH on task performance was investigated using four behavioural
measures: the smoothness of rat locomotion trajectories, the median velocity of each trial,
the number of off-task distractions, and time spent on reward consumption. Finally, the
smoothness was measured by the Hausdorff (fractal) dimension (Hausdorff, 1919;
Gneiting et al., 2012), which quantifies the roughness of an object. The object in our case
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is the rat’s trajectory of movement. Hausdorff dimension increases for the trajectories
with movement deviating from the linear axis of the track. We first made images of the
running trajectory for each trial of the task. The images were 1 for any pixel the rat
traversed, and 0 otherwise. These images were then superimposed to create a grand image
of all pre-injection trials and a grand image of all post-injection trials. The dimension was
next obtained for each grand image separately. In case the number of trials was not the
same for the pre- and post-injection phases, we randomly sub-sampled the trials (100
times), computed Hausdorff dimension for each, and then took an average so as to ensure
that this is not an effect of heterogeneous sample sizes among conditions. Secondly,
running velocity was calculated by the change in rat’s position (in pixels) between every
111 msec time bin (1 pixel/sec is equivalent to 2.36 mm/sec). Thirdly, trials with off-task
behaviours were found by manually scoring the video. Off-task behaviours included long
pauses on the track, continuous repetition of circling, or backtracking. Since these
stereotyped behaviours are known to be induced by AMPH (Randrup et al., 1963;
Randrup & Munkvad, 1967), we expected to observe them more often in the post-inj.
phase. Finally, the reward consumption time was measured by the time the animal’s
velocity dropped below a certain threshold (59 and 118 mm/sec on central and side
feeders, respectively) at each of the three reward zones. The relative change in all these
four measures were found with respect to the pre-inj. phase, and the mean were compared
statistically between saline and drug sessions (ANOVA for mean and Kruskal-Wallis for
median tests)
3.2.4.3 Modulation of ACC single neuron activity by effort or reward
We first linearized the track by dividing each loop of the figure-8 maze into 36
spatial 2D bins, starting at the central feeder (Fig. 3.3-inset). The firing rate of individual
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neurons was computed as the number of spikes in a 0.3 sec time bin centered on the
animal’s occupancy of each of these spatial bins. In each of these spatio-temporal bins,
the change in firing rate was investigated between trials in which only one parameter was
different, and the two others were the same (organization of trials is shown in Figure
3.1B). For instance, to compute the effect of effort on neural signaling, we made
conditional means from trials in which reward size and reward location were the same. A
neuron was considered to be responsive to effort (or reward) if it significantly
discriminated low- and high-conditions in at least one of the two effort (or reward) groups
shown in Figure 3.1B (t-test or ANOVA, significant at p<0.05). The percentage of effort(or reward-) responsive neurons was found in each of the 36 bins after removing the cells
with no discrimination of effort, reward, or feeder location from the population. Grouping
the sessions with similar treatments, the average portion of responsive neurons were
obtained for pre- and post-inj. phases separately.
The main aim of this study was to investigate the effect of AMPH on the encoding
of cost and benefit, including the joint encoding in cells signaling ‘utility’. To address
this, we first measured the bias strength of individual neurons toward effort and reward,
and then compared population variability in pre- and post-inj. phases. Bias was computed
by the Pearson correlation coefficient between the spiking rate of each neuron and the two
levels of effort or reward in each of the first 16 spatiotemporal bins (from the central
feeder to the bin after the side feeder). These coefficients were then collapsed across the
sessions with similar treatment. They were then plotted in a symmetric plane with axes of
correlation for effort and for reward. In order to identify where the majority of neurons lie
in the joint-encoding plane of effort (E) and reward (R), a polar histogram with three
equal bins in each quadrant was used. Note that the plane makes four quadrants (Fig.
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3.4B-inset), which we numbered as in plane geometry, QI (0-90): E+/R+, QII (90-180):
E+/R-, QIII (180-270): E-/R-, QIV (270-360): E-/R+. The ‘+’ indicates positive
correlation with either reward (R) or effort (E), while the ‘-’ indicates negative
correlation. Next, quantified the direction in which neurons are tuned in E-R space. Using
principal component analysis (PCA), the direction of the population with maximum
variability was then found. We bootstrapped data by randomly selecting the same number
of neurons for pre and post-injection phases for 100 times per spatial bin and found
principal components (PCs) to be stable, indicating that this is a reliable method. Next,
we statistically tested the difference of principal component coefficients of the two phases
for each treatment (Kuiper two-sample test which is the circular analogue of the
Kolmogrove-Smirnov test). Also, we tested the maximum variance explained by the first
principal component and plotted the relative difference between pre- and post-injection of
this parameter in each treatment condition. This plot is again based on 100-times
bootstrapped data points.
3.2.4.4 Analysis of ACC population activity
Spikes from each trial were time-warped in each of the four important task
epochs: reward-consumption at central feeder, interval from the central feeder to the
barrier, climbing the barrier, and reward-consumption at target feeder. In other words,
spikes were linearly expanded or contracted to have the same time-length epochs as the
reference. The reference was obtained by making an average over the time spent in each
of these epochs by the animals. This reference is then used for all animals. Having the
same time-length enables us to align the epochs and compare them either trial by trial or
on average between groups of trials. Moreover, it controls for variability that may occur
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due to altered movement speed or pauses in some trials. The aforementioned task epochs
were found using animal position as well as velocity with certain thresholds as explained
in behavioural section. These epochs were color coded as in Figure 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8insets.
In order to investigate the modulation of ACC population activity by effort and
reward, we used Gaussian Process Factor Analysis (GPFA) (Yu et al., 2009). Using this
technique, the latent structure embedded in the recorded population was extracted. In each
experimental session, neural trajectories were first made by the firing rate of individual
neurons in each 100 msec time-bin in the high-dimension space of all recorded neurons.
The first 8 most important latent factors were extracted from the pre-inj. data. These
factors in turn represent the directions in the high-dimensional space along which
projections show largest variance. We removed trials in which it took the animal more
than 20 sec to return back to the central from the side feeder. The post-inj. trajectories
were projected on the same low-dimension space in order to compare them with the preinj. phase. Finally, we computed the state space occupancy of neural trajectories in 3D
space made by the first three GPFA factors, as well as the 2D representation, of each
factor versus time. Note that trials with off-task behaviours are removed from the
illustrations. The trajectories of the first and second latent factors were averaged over
each task epoch and statistically compared between low- and high-effort or reward trials
(ANOVA). Following this test, the fraction of sessions with similar treatments that
significantly discriminate these features in each epoch were found for pre- and post-inj.
phase.
In the next step, we computed the volume of state space trajectories, as well as the
velocity of population decorrelation function. For the former, the boundary of the 3D
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space was obtained by the convex hull of the trajectory from the central to target feeders;
then the enclosed volume was calculated. By finding the change in the volume of each
post-inj. low- (or high-) reward trial relative to the mean volume of the same group of
trials in pre-inj., we statistically investigated the effect of AMPH on the space size (RMANOVA). Next, we aimed to investigate the effect of AMPH on how quickly the
population correlation of spatial firing rate decay with distance. Thus, smaller spatial bins
were used to improve resolution. Dividing each loop of the figure-8 into 200 2D bins, the
place field profile was obtained by averaging the firing rate of each cell in each spatial
bin. Next, the population vector cross-correlation matrix was built by calculating the
matrix of correlation coefficients of all neurons as a function of spatial lag. By making an
average over its diagonal and all parallel elements, the symmetric vector of decorrelation
function was calculated afterward (McNaughton, 1998; Battaglia et al., 2004). To
quantify how quickly the population decay over the distance, we found the spatial
distance where this function first drops below the half-amplitude (i.e. threshold = 0.5).
The relative change in the half-amplitude crossing distance of post-inj. phase with respect
to the first phase was tested between saline and different drug doses (ANOVA).
3.3

Results
We recorded single neuron activity from the ACC of well-trained rats (n=4)

performing a forced-alternation task in which the reward volume and the effort (barrier
climbing) to enter either of two reward zones were manipulated independently. We
examined the effect of d-amphetamine (AMPH) on behaviour and its neural correlates by
means of a pre/post design in which the drug or vehicle was administered (i.p.) roughly
halfway through the session.
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3.3.1

AMPH increases running speed, but decreases reward consumption and
running trajectory smoothness
The running trajectory of the rats, estimated by video tracking of head-mounted

LEDs, showed decreasing path smoothness as the dose of AMPH increased (Fig. 3.2A).
We quantified this by the Hausdorff fractal dimension, which assesses the distance
between spatial data points in order to provide a measure of path roughness (Hausdorff,
1919; Gneiting et al., 2012) (Fig. 3.2B; ANOVA, Main effect of dose on fractal
dimension F0.014,0.024 = 3.47; p = 0.0378). The median running velocity increased
following administration of higher doses (1.0 & 1.5 mg/kg) as compared to saline (Fig.
3.2C; Kruskal-Wallis, all pairwise comparisons except for saline and dose 0.5 mg/kg are

Figure 3.2. Effects of AMPH on task performance. A, A representative example
of locomotion trajectories before and after injection of saline or AMPH. B, Mean change
of Hausdorff fractal dimension from pre-drug, showing an increase in path variance with
increasing AMPH. (1.397 < fractal dimensions < 1.564) C, Median change of velocity. D,
Mean change in the relative proportion of trials with off-task behaviour. E, Median
change in the time of reward consumption. Errorbars show the Standard Error of the
Mean (SEM) or Median (SEMd) (*: statistically significant - but only comparisons with
saline are illustrated).
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significant, Chi-sq = 109.15; p = 1.67510-23). The effect appeared to peak at the
1.0mg/kg dose. The amount of off-task behaviour (circling, pausing, backtracking)
increased with AMPH dose (Fig 3.2 D; ANOVA, F262.9,469.8 = 3.36; p = 0.0419), whereas
the amount of time at the three reward feeders strongly decreased with increasing dose
(Fig 3.2 E; Kruskal-Wallis median test, Chi-sq = 208.9; p = 5.0410-45; df = 3 for central
feeder, Chi-sq = 148.76, p = 4.8710-32; df = 3 for low-reward feeder, Chi-sq = 136.24; p
= 2.4510-29; df = 3 for high-reward feeder). All pairwise comparisons but one (1 and
1.5 mg/kg) at the central feeder were significantly different (p<0.00001), as well as all
except two (1 and 1.5 mg/kg) and (saline and 0.5 mg/kg) at side feeders. Engagement in
the task thus appeared to decrease with higher doses of AMPH, while lower
concentrations do not appear to affect it significantly. Moreover, rats did not complete a
sufficient numbers of trials for analysis following administration of 2.0mg/kg (not
shown), further supporting this observation. These data indicate that AMPH increases
motoric output, but decreases feeder engagement, consistent with previous reports
(Randrup et al., 1963; Randrup & Munkvad, 1967; Blundell et al., 1976; Blundell et al.,
1979; Leibowitz et al., 1986; Floresco et al., 2008b).
3.3.2

AMPH does not affect the proportion of effort- or reward-responsive ACC
neurons
We next examined if AMPH administration affected single unit encoding of effort

or reward in a manner that may explain its behavioural effects. We first linearized the
maze by partitioning the track into 36 two-dimensional bins in order to facilitate analysis
of neural signaling during specific epochs of the task (Fig. 3.3A inset). The percentage of
recorded neurons discriminating the ramp height (i.e. encoding effort) gradually elevates
from about 10% at the central feeder to a peak near 35% at the barrier, then sharply drops
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after climbing (Fig. 3.3A). The percentage of cells discriminating effort again increases to
about 25% while the animal is descending the ramp back to the central feeder. A smaller
proportion of ACC neurons encode reward volume (Fig. 3.3B), consistent with previous
reports (Cowen et al., 2012). Approximately 10-20 % neurons encode reward on the
maze, as shown in Figure 3.3B. The apparent change in the smoothness of these plots at
high doses is most likely an artifact of sampling due to fewer neurons recorded in these
sessions. The relative difference between the proportion of effort (and reward) selective
neurons before and after the injection is not significantly different across drug doses and
saline (Fig. 3.3; ANOVA p>0.05 in all spatial bins). Thus, AMPH treatment does not
appear to affect the proportion of cells encoding effort and reward. It is possible,
however, that AMPH affects the firing rate of these cells. Therefore, we next investigated
how the encoding of these variables by single units is affected by AMPH.

Figure 3.3. The proportion of ACC neurons encoding effort or reward. A, Mean
proportion of recorded neurons that discriminate barrier height in pre- and post-injection
conditions. B, Mean proportion of recorded neurons responding to the reward in pre- and
post-injection conditions. The shaded region surrounding the curves indicates SEM.
Background colors correspond to each of the 36 spatial bins of the maze shown in the
inset.
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3.3.3

AMPH compresses utility encoding in single-unit firing
The analysis of costs and benefits is typically formalized through the concept of

utility, which can include many features (Kennerley et al., 2006; Hayden et al., 2009;
Kennerley et al., 2009; Kennerley & Wallis, 2009b; Hillman & Bilkey, 2010; Amemori
& Graybiel, 2012; Porter et al., 2019). Here, we focus on the joint encoding of effort and
reward by ACC neurons. The analysis described above revealed that the largest
proportion of effort-encoding neurons modulate activity in the several bins prior to the
barrier climb, so we analyzed neural activity during this task phase. We computed the
correlation of each neuron’s firing rate with effort, and independently computed its
correlation with reward in each spatial bin from the central to the side feeders. A scatter
plot of these correlation coefficients before drug administration reveals a negative slope
of the first principal component of data, indicating that the maximum variance of data is
explained by neurons located in the second and fourth quadrants. Figure 3.4A provides an
example of these plots, and Figure 3.4B shows the distribution of neurons in effortreward coding plane at four leading locations of the maze (Fig. 3.4A, B). Neurons of
quadrants QII and QIV have opposing signaling of utility. Neurons of QIV tend to generate
more action potentials for high-value conditions (i.e. when the effort is low or the reward
volume is high), and fire less in less valuable conditions (i.e. high-effort or low-reward).
Neurons in QII exhibit the inverse relationship among firing and value. The slope of
principal component becomes steeper with increasing AMPH (Fig. 3.4C), indicating a
loss of neural firing correlation with reward. Circular statistical analysis reveals that the
post-injection PCs are significantly different than the pre-drug condition for AMPH,
whereas saline injection has no effect (Kuiper two-sample test, test statistic k = 160;
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Figure 3.4. Joint encoding of reward and effort by single neurons. A, Representative
example of effort-reward joint encoding at spatial bin #3 (right after leaving the central
feeder as indicated by arrows in the inset). Each black circle shows the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the amount of effort and firing rate of one neuron versus
the correlation value for reward and firing rate of the same neuron. The blue and red lines
indicate the first principal component coefficient of pre- (blue) and post- (red) injection.
B, Distribution of angles of neurons in the effort-reward joint-coding plane. The
percentage of neurons in each angle of the effort-reward plane is shown in four spatial
bins: Central feeder, T-intersection, Barrier, and Side feeder. Each of four quadrants is
divided into three equal-size polar bins where then the proportion of the population is
obtained. Angles (0° to 360°) and quadrants (QI to QIV) are defined as in the plane
geometry. The order of quadrants and angles are shown at the right subpanel. C, First
principal component coefficient of the first 16 spatial bins, from central feeder to a bin
after the side feeder. (Kuiper two-sample test for pre- vs post-injection, *: significant at
p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p <0.001).
p= 0.0285 for 0.5mg/kg, k = 176; p = 0.0068 for 1mg/kg, k = 240; p < 10-3 for 1.5mg/kg
AMPH). To ensure that this is not an effect of heterogeneous sample sizes among
conditions, we ran a bootstrap analysis in which we randomly sub-sampled the data (100
times), so as to ensure the same number of neurons among conditions. The PCs were
highly stable, and the results did not change with downsampling. Moreover, the
percentage of total variance explained by the first PCs remains above 60% for all
conditions which further indicates that the results of the PCA are reliable. The shift in
neural tuning indicates that the encoding of reward is being compressed more than is the
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encoding of effort. Furthermore, the explained variance by the first principal component
is significantly decreased, which further indicates an overall compression in utility
signaling at higher doses of AMPH, as opposed to saline or low-dose AMPH (Fig. 3.5;
ANOVA, F3,60 = 17.3454; p = 2.715410-8, bootstrapped 100 times). This effect might
be through a breakdown in the encoding of effort and reward or an increased dispersion in
effort-reward coding by shifting some neurons to the first quadrant in which the neurons
respond positively to both effort and reward. As a result, these neurons fail to encode
utility.

Figure 3.5. Dose-dependent effect of AMPH on the explained variance of effort-reward
encoding by first principal component. The mean relative changes of explained variance
of data by first principal component of effort-reward jointly encoding neurons, as well as
its SEM. (ANOVA, F3,60 = 17.5434; p = 2.715410-8, *: significant at p<0.005 - pairwise
comparisons).
In sum, high concentrations of AMPH induce a significant impairment in the
encoding of utility by single units. This effect appears to be caused predominantly by a
reduction in reward rather than effort encoding, which is consistent with our behavioural
observations that AMPH-treated rats are less interested in consuming the food. These
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results therefore suggest that reward is devalued by AMPH to a greater extent than is
effort.
3.3.4

AMPH contracts ensemble state space
The analysis above suggests that the encoding of utility by single units is

compressed by AMPH. This presumes that the primary carrier of information is firing
rate, and does not take into account coordination of firing among neurons. We therefore
conducted a state-space analysis of simultaneously recorded neurons to assess how
AMPH affects information encoded by temporally-evolving patterns of neural ensembles.
We used a method termed Gaussian Process Factor Analysis (GPFA) to reduce the
dimensionality of the data. This algorithm is particularly advantageous for producing
smooth trajectories in low dimensional space from processes with discrete events, such as
action potentials (Yu et al., 2009). Neural trajectories obtained by GPFA are modulated
by multiple features of the task, including position, effort, and reward. In the 3D space of
the first three GPFA factors, neural trajectories are similar for similar trial types, such as
those with the same conditions of effort, reward, and path. Figure 3.6 shows an example
of these trajectories for trials of low/high effort in two sessions, and are color coded based
on the animal’s location in the maze (Fig. 3.6 inset). The return path, from side feeder to
the central feeder, is removed from the Figure to facilitate visualization. Trajectories
therefore start at the central feeder (blue) and end at one of two side feeders (orange).
Trajectories deviate among low- and high-effort trials, particularly while the rat is
approaching and climbing the barrier. This shows, as expected from the single neuron
analysis (Fig. 3.3), that effort modulates the activity of neural population.
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Injection of saline had little effect on the trajectories in the reduced-dimension
state-space (Fig. 3.6A), whereas AMPH appears to cause a modest contraction in the
space (Fig. 3.6B). To better visualize the encoding of task features and the effects of

Figure 3.6. Representative example of effort discrimination via neural trajectories.
Neural trajectories of effort trials from the central to side feeders are shown in the 3D
state-space before and after the injection of saline (panel A) and AMPH dose 0.5 mg/kg
(panel B). The trajectories in A and B are for the same animal but two different sessions,
and thus, two different state-spaces. The figure inset shows the color-map of the task
epochs. High-effort trials are shaded with transparent colors for a better visualization.
AMPH, we next independently plotted the first four GPFA factors on trials with high- vs
low-reward (and constant effort; Figure 3.7). The first factor in each session shows a clear
discrimination of reward at the feeder zones. In some cases, the second factor does as
well. AMPH does not appear to strongly affect the discrimination by the ensemble, but
does appear to reduce the overall variance of factors (peak to peak amplitude). Note that
the roughness of some trajectories (e.g. Fig. 3.7B and C as compared to A and D) might
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be due to the lower number of cells in those sessions or increased population correlation
and is not the effect of drug conditions as they appear even before the injections.

Figure 3.7. Representative example of reward discrimination via population neural
dynamics. A, For both pre- and post-injection of saline, the first four latent factors of
population activity in low- and high-reward trials are shown as the rat traverses from
central to side feeders. The solid lines indicate the mean, and the shaded area represents
the SEM. Background colours indicate the task epoch as shown in the inset of panel B.
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Figure 3.8. Effort and reward encoding by the neural population. Mean proportion of
sessions in which the conditional mean of the first or second GPFA factors can
discriminate effort (panel A) or reward (panel B) before or after injection. Each drug or
saline condition is distinguished by a specific opacity of black color. Solid lines and
circular markers indicate the percentage of sessions in which the given parameter (effort
or reward) could significantly modulate pre-injection GPFA factors; dotted lines of the
same color with cross markers indicates the same variable, but for post-injection phase of
the same condition). The background color indicates the four task epochs analyzed as
shown in the inset: central feeder, approach to the barrier, climbing the barrier, and side
feeder. (ANOVA, *: significant at p<0.01, **: p<0.005, ***: p <0.0001).
The duration of each trial is normalized prior to producing group statistics. B, C, and D,
are data from the same rat for AMPH doses of 0.5, 1, and 1.5 mg/kg, respectively.
We next sought to quantitatively test these observations. Using only data from
bins between the central feeder to target feeder, we tested if the effort or reward could be
discriminated from the average population activity of either the first or second GPFA
factor (ANOVA, significant at p<0.05). We then compute the fraction of sessions with
significant effort or reward encoding. The effort is well discriminated at all epochs, but
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peaks significantly near the barrier (Fig. 3.8A) (ANOVA, F3,28 = 6.6; p = 0.0016 for first,
and F3,28 = 19.01; p = 6.3610-7 for second factor). The reward, on the other hand, is
only discriminated well at the target reward feeders (Fig. 3.8B) (ANOVA, F3,28 =47.55;
p= 4.0910-11 for first, and F3,28 = 31.41; p = 4.2210-9 for second factor). AMPH does
not affect the discrimination of effort or reward (Fisher’s exact test, p>0.05 for pre- vs
post-injection of saline or drug in each epoch).
To test if AMPH constricted the trajectories, we computed the change by AMPH
of the volume occupied by the GPFA space trajectories in high- and low-reward trials
(Fig. 3.9). As compared to saline, the volume is significantly reduced by 0.5 and 1.5
mg/kg of AMPH in low-reward condition (RM-ANOVA, F2.465,93.68 = 12.267 , p =
4.01210-6) and by 0.5 and 1.0 mg/kg in high-reward condition (RM-ANOVA,

Figure 3.9. Dose-dependent effect of AMPH on the state-space volume. The mean
relative volume changes in high- and low-reward trials, as well as its SEM. The volume is
calculated as the state-space enclosed by the neural trajectory from central to side feeders
in the 3D space formed by the first three latent factors. The volumes of all post-injection
trials were then compared with the mean volume of the same group of trials in pre-inj.
phase. This comparison occurs in the same space, which is specific to the session, and
then the relative change is compared across the sessions as shown here. Negative and
positive values in relative change demonstrate contraction and expansion in the statespace volume, respectively. (RM-ANOVA, *: significant at p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p
<0.005 and ****: p<10-6, for both low- and high-reward conditions if in black.)
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Figure 3.10. Effect of AMPH on population vector decorrelation. A, Population vector
correlation of all task epochs of pre- and post-injection for each session (distinguished by
color; such that each solid line indicates pre-injection population correlation and dotted
line of the same color indicates the post-injection correlation function of the same
session). Grey dotted horizontal lines represent the half-amplitude criteria. The crossing
of this line indicates how fast the population decorrelates. B, Mean relative change in the
half-amplitude crossing point following injections. (Errorbars: SEM and *: significant at
p<0.005, ANOVA).
F1.729,67.437 = 10.073 , p = 2.9810-4). It is possible that the increased variance in the rat’s
movement path and/or increased propensity for off-task behaviour in high-dose may
obscure the direct pharmacological effects in the ACC by increasing superfluous
variance.
We lastly analyzed the dynamics of the ensemble by computing the state-space
decorrelation, which describes how the correlation of vectors of binned activity change in
time and space (McNaughton, 1998; Battaglia et al., 2004). The state vector correlations
are shifted upward, indicating that the patterns are more correlated across the entire maze
(Fig. 3.10A). Only the 1.5 mg/kg dose showed a statistically significant difference from
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the saline condition (ANOVA, F3,18 = 6.97; p = 0.0026). For this high dose, the halfamplitude of the decorrelation is higher, meaning that the rate of change of correlation is
lower (Fig. 3.10B).
In sum, the first and second latent GPFA factors indicate that the neural ensemble
is strongly modulated prior to the effort (approaching to the barrier), while exerting effort
(climbing the barrier), and while at the feeder. Although AMPH did not affect the mean
difference of the first two GPFA factors based on effort or reward, intermediate doses did
decrease the state space volume.
3.4

Discussion
In this study, we investigated the effect of AMPH on ACC neural activity in rats

performing a task with variable effort and reward. Our results demonstrate that the
proportion of neurons that significantly discriminate low and high levels of effort or
reward are not influenced strongly by AMPH, whereas, the joint encoding of effort and
reward is significantly affected by this drug. In a four-quadrant joint encoding plane, we
investigated how the firing rate of individual neurons is correlated with effort and reward
levels. In the pre-injection phase of the experiment, the recorded population is biased
toward the second and fourth quadrants (QII: E+/R-, and QIV: E-/R+), with most units
positively correlated with the reward amount and negatively with the effort level (QIV).
The abundance of neurons in these two quadrants supports the conjecture that the ACC
primarily encodes utility of the choice (either positively (Q IV) or negatively (QII))
(Kennerley et al., 2009; Kennerley & Wallis, 2009b; Blanchard & Hayden, 2014).
Although the population is slightly biased toward the effort and reward axes as the animal
reaches the barrier and feeders, respectively, the first principal component coefficient
remains tuned to these two quadrants the entire duration from the central feeder to side
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feeders, indicating that this distribution of utility encoding explains the maximum
variance of the population throughout several phases of the task. AMPH injection
increased dispersion of effort-reward coding, and sometimes biased the distribution to the
first quadrant (QI: E+/R+), wherein the neurons fire more as the level of either effort or
reward increases. This quadrant is inconsistent with the concept of utility encoding
because neural activity increases with both benefit and cost. The first principal
component is shifted toward this quadrant as a result of AMPH administration.
Furthermore, higher doses of AMPH significantly decrease the data variance explained by
the first component (Fig. 3.5), indicating a contraction in the encoding of utility in terms
of both reward and effort. Nonetheless, the rotation of the first principle reveals that the
ability of AMPH to decrease the utility encoding at the level of single units in the ACC is
likely more related to a compression of correlation among firing and reward, rather than
disturbance of effort encoding.
The population analysis revealed a clear event-specific discrimination of effort
and reward levels. Consistent with the single-unit analysis, the effort discrimination was
maximal in the proximity of the barrier, whereas reward discrimination was largest at the
side feeders. Although the discrimination for effort and reward was not attenuated by
AMPH, the amplitude of signaling within the reduced space was attenuated by
intermediate doses of AMPH, leading to a reduced volume of neural trajectories in the
latent space. Moreover, the spatial decorrelation of neural patterns was slower under
increasing doses of AMPH. These data reveal that AMPH causes a contraction of
signaling and an increase in the self-similarity over a longer distance. This is consistent
with the analysis of single units, which indicate that the contraction may be more
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pronounced in the reward domain. A loss of reward-related variance without increase in
variance related to other task features will manifest as increased self-similarity.
3.4.1

AMPH and the perception of choice value
How might the above-described effects of AMPH affect the function of ACC?

The systemic injection of AMPH used in the present experiment will have widespread
effects in the brain. Catecholamines have long been postulated to participate in action
generation and reward learning (Berridge, 2007). They are critical components of neural
systems that generate effortful responses for goal-directed behaviours (Salamone &
Correa, 2002). Part of the effect may be purely locomotor. AMPH increases motoric
activity (Randrup & Munkvad, 1967; Groves & Rebec, 1976; Robinson & Berridge,
1993; Wilkinson et al., 1993; Sams-Dodd, 1998), which we observed here. Moreover,
AMPH decreases feeding (Foltin, 2001; Shoblock et al., 2003; Cannon et al., 2004;
Wellman et al., 2009) and rats’ sensitivity to reward omissions (Wong et al., 2017).
Consistent with these data, we found that animals spent less time at the feeders, and were
more likely to skip the reward, as the dose of AMPH increased. Thus, the behavioural
effects appear dichotomous; animals ran faster on the maze, but were less interested in the
reward. This pattern of behavioural effects may reflect discounting of both the physical
effort and reward value. This may cause a change in the perception of a choice value
(positive utility). It remains unclear why an animal would engage in the operant response
for a highly discounted outcome. Indeed, animals did not engage in the task at higher
doses, and instead engaged in off-task behaviours such as grooming, sniffing, and
exploring the edges of the track. It may be that at high doses, the outcome has devalued to
a point in which the animal no longer engages in the task. Similarly, a previous study has
reported an inverted U-shape dose-dependent function of AMPH on rats’ performance in
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a working memory task (Shoblock et al., 2003). Specifically, low concentrations of
AMPH significantly improved working memory and increased locomotor activity,
whereas higher doses didn’t improve task performance. Moreover, this study also found
that rats consumed less reward after AMPH treatment. We therefore speculate that at low
doses, the outcome still has value while the effort has discounted substantially, leading to
increased task engagement but relative disinterest in the reward.
We cannot infer where in the brain AMPH may be affecting decision-related
processing. We can, however, use neural activity in ACC as a window into the network
processing. We found neural correlates of effort and reward at appropriate task phases,
consistent with past reports (Sul et al., 2010; Cowen et al., 2012; Blanchard & Hayden,
2014). The proportion of single units encoding reward peaked in the proximity of the
barrier climb, whereas the proportion of reward-related units peaked at the side feeders.
Previous studies also observed ACC activity in anticipation of effort and reward (Sul et
al., 2010; Cowen et al., 2012; Hashemniayetorshizi et al., 2015). Our results show that
most neurons primarily encode utility in the portion of the maze from the center feeder to
side feeders. It is possible that the animals anticipate the effort and reward of the
upcoming trial because of the task design; the animal was directed to alternate between
left and right options, and the effort and rewards were static over blocks of n = 20 trials. It
is therefore possible that neural activity tracks expectations or keeps the animal engaged
in the task, rather than functioning to generate optimal cost-benefit decisions. The present
task lacks choice of feeder by the animal, so the ‘choice’ is between performing and not
performing the task. AMPH may either change the value of the choice to engage in the
task, or could disrupt the mechanisms by which the animal maintains engagement. This
function is more akin to attention and vigilance, which are both increased by AMPH in a
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variety of task settings and species (Sostek et al., 1980; Ridley et al., 1982; Koelega,
1993; Solanto, 1998; Grilly, 2000; Silber et al., 2006; Sagvolden, 2011).
3.4.2

AMPH contracts populations neural dynamics
The population ACC activity appears to undergo stereotyped changes during task

performance such that each task phase is encoded by a specific encoding state and/or
cognitive function (Lapish et al., 2008; Balaguer-Ballester et al., 2011). Computational
models have suggested that dopamine stabilizes the dynamics in the cortex by both direct
neuromodulatory effects on cortical neurons (Gruber et al., 2006; Durstewitz & Seamans,
2008), as well as ‘locking’ the input to the cortex from the basal ganglia (Gruber et al.,
2006). This provides a mechanistic explanation by which AMPH could produce the
observed effects on the present task. Moderately increased dopamine and other
catecholamines by low-dose AMPH stabilizes task-related cortical and striatal patterns,
thus increasing task engagement and velocity. Note that this mechanism requires no
notion of reward value or utility; rather, it is a property of changing the neural dynamics
in the network. Furthermore, AMPH has been reported to increase the separation between
distinct ensemble activity patterns during distinct task states at a moderate dose (1
mg/kg), whereas it reduces the distance between such distinct neural activity states at high
doses (3.3 mg/kg) (Lapish et al., 2015). We also found dose-dependent effects on
population neural activity in similar range of AMPH doses. At low doses (0.5-1.0 mg/kg),
we found a slight contraction of state space. This became an expansion of state-space at
high doses (1.5 mg/kg). Moreover, the decorrelation time increased at high doses. These
observations are consistent with that of Lapish and colleagues. Although the state space
contracts under low doses, the variance from trial to trial also appears to reduce, which
can increase pattern separation from samples at different points of the trajectory (different
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task phases). At high doses, the state space expands, but so does the variance across trials.
The increased variance and increased correlation across location both increase the
similarity (overlap) of pattern samples at different task phases. In other words, the
decrease in uninformative variance (‘noise’) with low-dose AMPH is proportionally
greater than the decrease in state space contraction of ensemble patterns across phases of
the task, thus leading to a greater separation of patterns (in the sense of discrimination
analyses, such as D prime in signal detection theory) of distinct task phases. This breaks
down under higher doses of AMPH such that the encoding becomes plagued with
variance that can knock the state of ACC encoding off of its learned task-related
trajectory, thus breaking engagement in the task in lieu of off-task behaviours. We further
speculate that some brain states are more stable than others, and that this is likely a
function of experience (amount of training) and genetics/neurodevelopment (i.e.
dominant innate behaviours such as grooming). It may be that at high doses, only very
robust behaviours can withstand the additional variance, such that the behavioural output
consists of a repertoire of innate behaviours and ‘over-learned’ operant responses. Other
less stable responses may begin to be initiated, but are disrupted by the high variance.
Indeed, the behavioural output under high doses of AMPH and other psychostimulants
are typically highly stereotyped actions reflecting parts of grooming, sniffing, and licking
with repetitive head movement (Randrup & Munkvad, 1967; Fog, 1970; Schiorring,
1971). The data presented in this study are entirely consistent with the many reports of
AMPH effects on behaviour, and the few papers on the modulation of neural activity in
the medial prefrontal cortex. Although our data are purely correlational, they suggest
novel linkages between the effects of AMPH on neural activity and behaviour. We cannot
presently discern if it is the effects of AMPH to compress utility representations, or to
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introduce variance into the state dynamics, that provide a more compelling explanation
for the behavioural effects.
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4

CHAPTER4: General Discussion
In this thesis, I sought to elucidate the role of ACC in goal-directed behaviours,

particularly how it encodes variables related to cost-benefit decisions. A second aim was
to understand how the information encoded by ACC is affected by amphetamine, which
has long been known to affect decisions involving effort and rewards. I simultaneously
recorded the spiking activity of multiple single units of ACC of rats performing an effortreward decision-making task with and without AMPH on board. Based on spiking
characteristics such as waveform and energy, I separated single units from recorded
activity. After that, I analyzed firing rates of putative single neurons in fine
spatiotemporal resolution to address the following questions: Do they discriminate
between the levels of effort, reward, and different paths (and if yes, how)? Does this
discrimination remain stable or shift in preparation for the goal and approach to it? Are
effort and reward encoded individually by distinct neurons, or are they jointly encoded
(i.e., do ACC cells encode net utility)? And how is the encoding influenced by AMPH at
low, medium, and high doses? In addition to addressing these questions at the level of
single units, I investigated neural trajectories of the recorded population in a space created
by the most influential latent factors extracted from the population activity. In this lowdimension space, I considered the ensemble activity in response to effort and reward.
Then, I examined the effect of AMPH on the population state-space volume and how far
the population remains self-similar on the maze using the population decorrelation
function.
4.1

Effort, Reward, and utility encoding by ACC
My data indicates that a considerable fraction of ACC individual neurons

discriminates between different levels of the barrier and reward. Consistent with previous
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reports (Cowen et al., 2012), this activity started to increase prior to the corresponding
event, peaked during the event, and then dropped quickly. It is thus not surprising that this
effort and reward selectivity is robustly reflected in the ACC population activity, such
that we could decode them with a high accuracy (chapter 2). Furthermore, ACC neural
trajectories significantly discriminate between low and high levels of effort when
approaching and climbing the barrier, as well as low and high levels of reward at side
feeders (chapter 3). I found that the firing rate of the majority of task-related neurons
correlates with both effort and reward. This finding is in accordance with the multiplexing
feature of frontal cortical neurons observed by others, meaning that cells respond to more
than one variable in a variety of tasks (Jung et al., 1998; Lapish et al., 2008; Hayden et
al., 2009; Kennerley & Wallis, 2009b; Hillman & Bilkey, 2010; Balaguer-Ballester et al.,
2011; Kennerley et al., 2011; Wallis & Kennerley, 2011; Horst & Laubach, 2012). I
found that the correlation between the activity of a population of ACC neurons and
reward is opposite to their relationship with effort, consistent with the concept of utility.
These neurons fell into two groups. Neurons of the first group fired more as the height of
the required barrier decreased or the level of forthcoming reward increased (E-/R+); thus,
they are purported to encode positive utility of the choice. Conversely, the activity of
neurons in the second group increased when more effort was required or less reward was
presented (E+/R-); hence, they possibly encode negative utility. The first and second
groups may thus signal impetus and disincentive or convey motivational-related
information to the corresponding brain regions. This interpretation is in line with previous
studies that suggest that the ACC is part of a brain network initializing a motivational
process so that the subject is willing to exert more effort to receive reward (Walton et al.,
2006; Phillips et al., 2007; Holroyd & Yeung, 2011; Spielberg et al., 2012). Supporting
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this idea, I found that more neurons encode positive rather than negative utility in most
spatial bins from the central feeder to the side feeders. Also, the activity of these neurons
discriminates between the levels of effort and reward almost exclusively in this part of the
maze. This region of the task is of a particular importance as the animal has already
initiated his movement toward the choice after leaving the central feeder and has to keep
focus on the pursuit of his goal when travelling to the side feeder. Hence, the encoded
information in this segment of the maze is likely providing the animal foresight into the
upcoming outcomes. In addition, I compared the superimposed firing rate of positive and
negative utility neurons over the entire maze. For the choices of a higher value (highreward or low-effort), I found that the positive-utility signal is on average higher than the
negative-utility signal in most spatial bins. Conversely, the overall activity of negativeutility cells approaches the magnitude, or even surpasses, the positive-utility signal when
leaving reward zones in less valuable trials (high-effort or low-reward). This effect
remains for about 5 to 10 spatial bins and then reverses. These dynamic changes in the
balance of these two signals and their dependency on the levels of effort and reward
suggest that these two groups of neurons are in competition (although another possibility
is that they encode opposite parameter values rather than being in direct competition).
These findings, together with the post-decisional appearance of effort and reward
encoding (chapter 2) and the lack of significant differentiation between free and forced
trials by ACC neurons, suggest that ACC may not be a site of comparison between
available options prior to a decision. Instead, they suggest that the ACC is involved in the
ongoing process of approaching the choice zone and maintaining concentration on what
to expect, as suggested by previous studies (Kennerley et al., 2006; Sul et al., 2010; Cai
& Padoa-Schioppa, 2012; Blanchard & Hayden, 2014; Holec et al., 2014).
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These results are also consistent with previously proposed roles of the ACC in
controlling adaptive decisions (Walton et al., 2007). Prior reports demonstrate that ACC
neurons adapt their firing activity to the changes in the task context or in behavioural
requirements. For instance, as the rule of a task is changed in the absence of explicit cues
related to the rule, a transition is observed in the rat’s ACC ensemble activity from an old
state, corresponding to the familiar rule, to a new state, associated with the novel rule
(Durstewitz et al., 2010). Primate studies illustrate that ACC neurons progressively
compute the value of a depleting source of food and signal a decision of when to leave it
for a new food source (Hayden et al., 2011b). They also fire more strongly to reward as
its expectancy increases based on a pre-defined schedule (Shidara & Richmond, 2002). In
summary, the ACC is suggested to be involved in situations where no single certain
response is cued as correct or when there is a change in outcomes of the same action. My
task design consisted of varying choice conditions in each experimental session. Also, it
contained trials where the rat was free to choose between low-reward/low-effort and highreward/high-effort alternatives, none of which was specified as correct choice by the
experiment. The results presented in the second chapter demonstrate adaptive neural
responses to effort and reward conditions, even when conditions change or no certain
correct choice exists, thus support the previously suggested role of the ACC in adaptive
decision making (Walton et al., 2007).
4.2

Representation of the task map by ACC
In a previous study, we found that ACC ensemble activity encodes the rats’

current position on the task (Mashhoori et al., 2018). Using a deep artificial neural
network, we decoded this spatial information. We found that about 40 randomly chosen
neurons out of the recorded population are sufficient to provide a high spatiotemporal
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resolution estimate of the rat’s position on the maze. Spatial encoding in the ACC
appeared to be different than in the hippocampus, as the neural spatial firing fields are
much broader than that of place cells (Wilson & McNaughton, 1993). Also, ACC neurons
do not fire only in a particular location of the environment, but instead specify several
small regions of the maze or a large continuous part of it. Using several training and test
sets of trials for the input of our decoder, we found this spatial information quite stable
within each experimental session, regardless of the choice variables, such as presented
amount of reward or the height of the barrier. We thus speculated that “the ACC may
form a topographically-organized representational space, based on real space or
action/events at particular locations on the maze, which can serve as a scaffold for the
encoding of behaviourally-relevant events” (Mashhoori et al., 2018). This speculation,
although similar to some previous proposals indicating that the ACC links events, context
and behaviours (Lapish et al., 2008; Euston et al., 2012), introduce the spatial
representation in the ACC as a contextual map to which relevant events and behaviours
are pinned.
The results of the present study provide supportive evidence for this proposal. The
data presented in the second chapter indicate that the rat’s future running path (left/right
choice) modulates ACC activity even stronger than effort and reward. The number of
neurons which discriminate these two paths are more than the other two factors (effort
and reward) in almost all locations of the maze. Also, path was decoded from ACC
population activity at more than 80% accuracy, except in a couple of spatial bins at
reward zones. Considering that rats’ left and right trajectories diverge as soon as the
animal leaves the central feeder, even when he is still on the T-stem, path-selectivity
might, in fact, be a reflection of rat’s current location instead of upcoming choice. Either
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way, this spatial selectivity is independent of effort and reward conditions and remains
fairly stable over the entire maze. Effort and reward-encoding, on the other hand, seem to
be a function of proximity to the effort or reward location. The fact that cells are
responsive to changes in these parameters at the same locations, shows that these are
additional dimensions of the rats experience encoded within ACC. The task space
encoded by the ACC thus encompasses both place and behaviourally relevant parameters
like effort levels and reward amounts. Taken together, the ACC might express a unique
pattern of activity for each phase of the task (Cowen et al., 2012) and thus provide a
measure of the animal’s progression through the task space, as suggested by prior studies
(Lapish et al., 2008).
Nevertheless, my experiment was designed to investigate the encoding of choice
variables and not to specify if the spatial representation in the ACC exercises control over
these types of putative cognitive signals. Indeed, task phase is confounded with location
in my experiment. The multiplexing of a broad range of information by ACC neurons that
has been reported by many researchers (Jung et al., 1998; Lapish et al., 2008; Horst &
Laubach, 2012), makes it challenging to distinguish between the encoding of task phase
and location in tasks where the same actions occur in the same location (Jung et al., 1998;
Euston & McNaughton, 2006; Cowen & McNaughton, 2007). A recent study confirms
the encoding of spatial information in the ACC (Lindsay et al., 2018). This study utilized
a small, simple behavioural chamber to investigate the modulation of ACC ensemble by
different movements and locations. The chamber, although originally designed for a
Pavlovian conditioning task, was used with no conditional cues or outcomes to prevent
their interference with the parameters that were under investigation. These parameters
included rat’s limb movements, instantaneous velocity, and spatial position. The study
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demonstrated that the activity of ACC individual neurons is weakly influenced by these
parameters, yet the information is widely distributed across the population and was
decodable from the ensemble activity. For instance, about 27% of ACC neurons were
selective to the animal’s location but the R2 value between the model factor and the firing
rate of these neurons rarely passed 0.1 (GLM: generalized linear model). Although the
percentage of these spatial-selective neurons is comparable to the percentage of effortand reward-selective neurons I found in the ACC (Fig. 2.6), the relationships they
reported between the spiking activity of the neurons and the location (R2) is much weaker
than what I observed for effort and reward (Fig 2.10). However, the limited effect of the
location might be caused by relatively small size of the enclosure they used (302560
cm). Taken together, future studies are needed to compare the spatial encoding with effort
and reward computation or task-phase information in the ACC and clarify which one is
more prominent.
4.3

Prospective reward processing by ACC
I found that a small group of ACC neurons encoded the amount of reward

expected to be received at a remote location of the maze far before that. These neurons,
two examples of which are provided in chapter 2, discriminate between low- and highreward values at side-feeders specifically when the rat receives a fixed, low amount of
reinforcement at the central feeder. This observation, although novel, is consistent with
our previous report of post-reinforcement ACC excursions to remote not-taken reward
location (Mashhoori et al., 2018). Similar to what I found here, that ACC activity was
observed specifically when disfavoured low reward was experienced by the rat. However,
it has also some dissimilarity with those signals. In that study, we showed that the
decoded position of the rat, obtained from ACC population activity, sometimes deviates
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from his actual position. This deviation emerged almost exclusively at side-feeder sites,
and formed a mental excursion originating in the animal’s current position, connecting
several consecutive spatial points to the alternate reward location, and returning to the
animal’s position. Such excursions did not appear at any other locations on the maze
including the central feeder. Hence, we concluded that they are not signaling the general
quality of reward or future actions (Mashhoori et al., 2018). Since this phenomenon was
found to occur more frequently after less-preferred reinforcement, we suggested it is
involved in regret or the evaluation of a better outcome that could have happened. On the
other hand, prospective reward processing I observed in the present study occurs at the
central feeder and reflects future reward levels, not their locations. I thus speculated that
they are involved in the evaluation of future outcomes. Thus, the difference between
where this activity is observed in our previous study and here might be due to the
difference in what they encode. Nevertheless, the presence prospective activity at reward
zones related to either alternate reward location or forthcoming reward amount is
consistent with the suggested role of the ACC in default mode network (discussed more
in section 2.4) (Buckner et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2012).
4.4

AMPH-induced changes in the encoding of task variables in the ACC
AMPH significantly affected rat’s behaviour in the effort-reward alternation task

in a dose-dependent manner. Animals treated with high doses of AMPH were less
engaged in the task (more off-task distractions and less reward consumption), as opposed
to intermediate doses and saline. These results are consistent with prior reports of AMPHinduced stereotype behaviours (Randrup et al., 1963; Randrup & Munkvad, 1967) as well
as increased motoric activity (Wilkinson et al., 1993; Sams-Dodd, 1998) and satiety
(Foltin, 2001; Cannon et al., 2004; Wellman et al., 2009). Therefore, they imply potential
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changes in underlying effort and reward neural encoding. I tested ACC activity in
response to effort and reward before and after AMPH/Saline injections and found that the
proportion of effort- and reward-selective neurons remained fairly similar for pre- and
post-injection of either solution. Multivariate analysis also showed that ACC population
activity significantly differentiates low- and high-levels of effort (while approaching and
climbing the barrier) and of reward (while pausing at side reward zones) both with and
without the drug on board. However, jointly responding to effort and reward by
individual ACC neurons was found to be significantly influenced by AMPH. As
explained before, the spiking activity of a large fraction of ACC neurons normally are
tuned to positive and negative utilities. As shown in Figure 3.4, when each cell is
represented on scatterplot according to their effort and reward selectivity, cells tend to be
more numerous in the 2nd and 4th quadrants. Further, the maximum variance explained by
the first principal component of data is aligned with the QII-QIV diagonal. However,
AMPH was found to shift this neural tuning to a less negative slope thus indicating
decreasing reward-selectivity. Also, AMPH of higher doses resulted in a general
reduction in the explained variance by the first principal component (Figure 3.5). These
effects are consistent with behavioural results and may explain why the rats were less
interested in reward and showed more off-task distractions after receiving high doses of
AMPH. Indeed, it is possible that these behaviours are induced by the lack of precise
utility information normally represented by ACC.
I then sought to investigate whether the similar compression I observed in the
population of utility neurons is reflected in the population neural activity. As a measure of
population variance, I measured the volume of 3D state-space enclosed by neural
trajectories. I found a significant contraction and expansion in the volume, respectively,
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due to moderate and high doses of AMPH. However, the general pattern of neural
trajectories from central to side feeder remained fairly similar between pre- and postinjection of this drug. In other words, the change in the volume was due to the change in
the peak-to-peak activity, while the sequence of task-events related states remained intact.
Although still sensitive to both effort and reward, this compression observed in both
effort-reward joint encoding and population state-space volume suggests that AMPH
restricts the ACC activity to a smaller range. On the other hand, AMPH of low-tomoderate doses decreases variations in trial-by-trial neural trajectories. This reduction
appears to be greater than the reduction in the state-space volume, and thus improving the
separation between task-related states, consistent with previous studies (Lapish et al.,
2015). High level of AMPH, however, induces opposite effects, expanding the state-space
volume and increasing the variance of neural trajectories.
Considering that AMPH is known to increase extracellular DA concentration,
these findings provide supportive evidence for the proposed role of DA in estimating the
cost-benefit utility of a decision (Phillips et al., 2007). This neuromodulator has been
postulated to mediate instrumental behaviours by processing different aspects of reward
(Phillips et al., 2007) and motivating the animal to invest more physical effort in order to
overcome behavioural constraints (Salamone et al., 2006). For instance, midbrain DA
neurons have been shown to encode the magnitude and the expectancy of future reward
(Tobler et al., 2005). On the other hand, accumbens DA depletion appears to shift the
animals’ choice preference from high-effort/high-reward to low-effort/low-reward
choices (Cousins et al., 1996; Mai et al., 2012). A similar effect has also been reported
after intra-ACC D1DR receptor blockade, but not after D2 antagonist (Schweimer &
Hauber, 2006). DA is postulated to be involved not only in effort-reward computations,
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but also in stabilizing cortical representations regardless of the task. Computational
models suggest that prefrontal cortex DA concentration plays a biphasic role in
modulating neural trajectories and stabilizing attractor dynamics (Durstewitz & Seamans,
2002; 2008). Also, AMPH itself, similar to many other psychostimulants that affect
catecholamine transmission, induces dose-dependent effects on both behaviour and neural
activity (Robinson & Berridge, 1993; Floresco et al., 2008b; Lapish et al., 2015). Our
results also demonstrate dose-dependent effects of AMPH on ACC population states. As
explained previously, low concentrations of this drug decrease the variance of neural
trajectories across trials, suggesting more stabilized task-related states. Also, AMPH
shrinks the state-space domain through which neural trajectories traverse, thus contracting
ACC ensemble activity. However, these effects are reversed by higher concentrations.
Nevertheless, an underlying mechanism whereby AMPH changes neural dynamics via
DA transmission remain to be tested in future studies.
DA is released in brain structures regulating goal-directed behaviours, such as
ACC, NAc, and VTA. Recent electrophysiological studies in rodents have revealed
reciprocal communication between ACC and VTA in effort-reward decision-making
tasks (Elston & Bilkey, 2017; Elston et al., 2018; Elston et al., 2019). They showed that
the ACC signals to the VTA in the anticipation of the task-reversal as well as
immediately after switching to the new condition (Elston et al., 2019). This signal also
increased when the barrier was absent, in an experiment where its presence was
probabilistic (Elston & Bilkey, 2017). On the other hand, VTA-to-ACC signaling was
observed in response to errors (i.e., when choosing the less preferred option after a task
reversal) (Elston et al., 2019). VTA-to-ACC signaling was also reported to increase when
the rats’ choices were incorrect in a rule switching task involving a predictable switch
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(Elston et al., 2018). These findings led the authors to speculate that bidirectional
communications between these two areas provides the VTA-involved circuit of
motivation access to cortically-derived information about the task while the VTA
provides the ACC feedback about when to modify the representation of task space.
It is noteworthy that to better understand the role of DA in cost-benefit types of
computations and underlying neural mechanisms, direct manipulations of these neurons
along with simultaneous electrophysiological recording from target regions should be
employed in future experiments. Also, it is important to note that the changes observed in
neural activity may not be only through DA, as it is not the only neurotransmitter whose
concentrations are affected by AMPH. Indeed, AMPH has a complex multifaceted effect
on brain function (Fleckenstein et al., 2007) and more research is required to clarify its
specific effects on cognitive networks.
4.5

General Conclusion
The findings presented in this thesis are consistent with previous reports. In

addition, I present here a novel finding regarding the ACC encoding of the utility of an
available effort-reward option. Moreover, my data shows that this information is
significantly disturbed by administration of AMPH in a dose-dependent manner. Utility
appears to be encoded via two groups of ACC neurons, one of which encodes effortdiscounted reward and the other one encodes the inverse. The balance of activation
between these two neural populations changes through different phases of the task based
on the value of the effort-reward condition. Moreover, some ACC neurons prospectively
encode properties of remote feeders when the animal pauses at another reward location.
AMPH treated rats spend less time at reward zones, which is concordant with the
observed reduction in the ACC reward encoding. Furthermore, ACC neural trajectories
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shrink at lower doses of AMPH, but the trial-by-trial variation in neural trajectories also
decreases. These effects, which are reversed by high concentration of AMPH, are
consistent with dose-dependent effects of AMPH on the rat’s performance in the task.
Together, these findings help to better understand ACC’s function in a cost-benefit
computation, and how this function is affected by AMPH. These results suggest some
mechanistic explanations of previously reported changes in choice behaviour via ACC
lesion or AMPH administration. Future experiments should determine how task-related
information in the ACC might be used by other structures, as well as underlying
mechanisms through which AMPH affects ACC neural encoding.
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